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REP. MORAN COMES HOME
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DEPARTURE OF THE DANAE

Colby College yesterday awarded
Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable ln degrees to 136 men and women. The
advance; single copies three cents.
And Tells Of Congressional Accomplishments Past Session But Manager Allen’s Team, Despite Handicaps, Gives a Diaphone Salutes British Cruiser As It Leaves For Montreal
Advertising rates based upon circula address was delivered by Hon. Bain
tion and very reasonable.
—Everybody Had Good Time
Good Account Of Itself
—An Interrupted Vacation
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Clocks
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"The Maine delegation wortted a3
AL ROUGIER’S ORCHESTRA
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Michael Culm-Seymour. Mayor Rich
00023020 1—8
The public landing was a scene of ardson and Warden Raymond E.
j large apartment house known a- have interfered, as was also done tor’s care three days, yielded to the St. Oeorge
I "The Highlands." It is located 3*4 in the case of the Democrats. New strain. Successive hits by Archer. Rockland ....... 00003001 1—5 great animation Saturday and Sun Thurston of the Maine State Prison
Two-base hits. Archer. Westberg. day afternoons, especially Sunday motored to Augusta Saturday and
I miles from Mr. Moran's office, and Auburn received $600,000 and Ells- simmons and Westberg paved the
way for two runs. In the next ln- Stewart, Mealey. Seavey, Gray. when there was a record crowd on were received at the Blaine Mansion
I he "hoofed it” to the Capitol on an worth 8400.000
Chatting about various matters at nin? orav pa^ three, hit one and Three-base hit, Archer. Bases on hand waiting an opportunity to get by Oov. Brann, after which the
average of twice a week—this part
st balls off westberg
off aboard. Among the visitors to the British offlcers were shown about the
ly because he did not take hls car the Capitol Representative Moran ?ave aWay to Bm nanagan
_
_ 1, off Oray
__ _ 2,____
] to Washington, and partly because sa>‘s that the President is not wear- Oeorge added three more runs in Flanagan 3. Hit by pitcher, Hop- ship that day were Representative State House, and other points of in
it helped lessen the circumference oi ini down under the strain, on the this inning but those were offset bj- kins. Struck out. by Simmons 4. by Moran and Mayor Richardson with terest were visited.
TONIGHT
I his waist line.
contrary he is looking better all the Rockland's triplets, and Manager Westberg 2. by Oray 3. by Flanagan their families.
Representative Moran tells of til^
| Rawley saw flt to auhstltute West- 5. Umplies, Williams and Quinn.
Saturday night Mayor and Mrs.
The Eastern Division Rifle Club en Richardson and Mrs. Wolcott and
"constructive and
unprecedented j Th* Rockland man has already berg for simmons.
Scorer, Winslow.
tertained the team from HM.S. Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry were
legislation," and cites thus a list of P“ned a wide acquaintance at -----------------------ELEVEN
MEN
ELEVEN
Danae at its indoor range Friday night, entertained at dinner aboard ship, by
the most important bills: Emergency ' Washington. Representatives with
winning the match by a score of 1633 Capt. Knox-Little and Sir Michael
banking, economy, farm relief, farm whom he frels especially friendly
to 1217. Lunch was served by that Culme-Seymour Flags formed deco
mortgage and currency inflation bill. are John McDu®e of Alabama,
well known chef Murray Whalen. rative features, and an elaborate
home mortgage, securities, perma- ' whom he supoorted for Speaker and
There will be two ballots for Maine I Increase the State's debt limit from
Latcr the two teams met on the out
nent bank refarm, including bank William Bankhead, also of Alabama
ERNIE GEORGE
.•hose daughter is Tallulah Bank-1 vc,crs
one of whlch $fm00° to »2 000 000 for
<* door range and the locals were win course dinner was served. Dancing
followed, the guests roost enthusiastic
deposit guarantee; railroad, bill rewill have four questions and the - destitution; shall an excise Ux be
AND HIS ROYAL ARCADIANS
ners 376 to 361. The two encounters over the royal entertainment pro
pealing the gold contract, beer, re•
u—,
placed on the gross revenue of elccforestatlon. employing 250,000 men;
....
ng e names o
egates
p^.p,. companies; and shall a tax were mutually enjoyed.
vided.
• • • •
• • • •
$500:000.000 unemployment relief.
in the adjoining apartment of his 10 a constitutional convention to be !
placed On Intangible personal
The H.MS Danae's band made its
Muscle Shoals; $3,300,000,000 Publlc i Washington home is Senator Hay-, held Dec. 6 to vote off an amendment [ property?
A last minute change of plans
j only outdoor appearance tn this ctty
Works and Industry Contrd, includ-1 den of Arizona, and directly over- j to the U. 8. constitution repealing
The last two are direct initiatives Sunday morning whfn ,t pscortM a transferred the H. M. S. Danae
ing tariff rider; National Employ- j head is Representative Reynolds of the 18th Amendment,
by the Orange which were automa- ( large dPlegat.on of the sWps offlcers band concert from postoffice square
ment Exchange and Official Secrets J Tennessee, who Is a member of the Secretary of State Robinson C. tically referred to the people when and men
to Strand Theatre. That building
8t Peter.8
Among the extraordinary powers London Conference. Another neigh- j Tobey who is preparing the ballots. the legislature failed to enact them. church. The parad<? was from the was packed to the doors long before
vested in the President Mr. Moran J bor is Senator Connolly of *fexas
-said the four-questions ballots will
Nomination papers for delegates to pubIic landing, up Maln M)d Ume. the program opened, and foreseeing
that hundreds would be disappoint
Mr. Moran tells of the Adminir- ask:
cites;
the constitutional convention may be rock streets. to lhe church on
ed Managers Dondis and Dandeneau
Shall the Constitution be amended circulated starting June 30. and must
Alter gold content of the dollar; tratlon drive to secure thc repeal of
street, and made an impressive ap
remonetize silver at ratio to be fixed j the 18th Amendment. Chairman , to permit use of voting machines; be filed ln his office not later than pearance which was complimented by arranged to have both theatres
opened, the first half of the program
by executive order; suspend or alter Farley sent a letter to each of the shall the Constitution be amended to Aug. 11.
the spectators who chanced to be on
government contracts. Including Fed 8000 county chairmen urging that
the street at that time. At the re being given at the Strand and thc
eral salaries, pensions, air and ocean this be done.
likelihood that the Washington
quest of Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, the
A STRANGER S HAUL
(Continued on Page Two)
Mr. Moran is working for the re. Senators will yet beat out the New
mail subsidies; regulate Industrial
------I rector, Rev. Peter P. B. Franklin of
production; regulate banking opera modeling of the National Soldiers York Yankees.
And Judge of His Surprise the Thomaston church preached the
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
He plans to have a complete vations. regulate railroad operations; Home at Togus, a proposition estiWhen He Opened That ™' *h*ch
upon the unlfyconsolidate government bureaus and
r
ing principle of the Anglican comIf I had to live my life again I would
departments subject to Congres 81.000.000. He wants to see such a dine all speaking engagements prior
Suit Case
munion. The Episcopal Church is the have
made a rule to read Home poetry
and
listen to some music at leant once
sional veto; operate Muscle Shoals; plant as the government will never ■ to that date,
i same as thc Church of England. a week.
The loss of theae tastes Is a
A
former
Rockland
woman
who
re

allocate public works appropriations; attempt to abandon.
a Change of Plans
“Faith." the speaker said, 'is above loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
73-75
sides
in
Arlington,
Mass,
lost
her
pet
reduce postage rates; place tariffs,
Two new postoffice buildings are to
Representative Moran's dream of a
nationalism—above everything."
....
dog some days ago, and was puzzled
UPON THE ROAD TO ROMANY
embargoes and quota-s as defense be erected In the Second District, at ,fortnights
Quite a number were unable to gain
complete rest was rudely ;
taow what dlsposition shc shouId
the road to Romany lt*s stay,
against unstable foreign currencies; Lewiston and Farmington, and lt ls interrupted yesterday when Import- make of lhe
A sympatheUc 1 admittance to the church. Many from Upon friends,
stay;
invoke publicity of Federal income quite possible that the interior of ant business sent htm bock to Wash
the ship also attended service at St. There's lots of love and lots of time to
friend
to
whom
she
telephoned
ANNOUNCING A CHANGE ON THE
linger
on
the way.
tax returns; apply guarantee of bank the Rockland postoffice may be re ington on the late afternoon train.
I Bernard's Catholic Church.
Popples for the twilight, roses for the
deposits before Jan. 1, 1934 at presi modeled. The proposition to build This move followed a conference with promptly offered a burial place and •
noon;
It's happy goes as lucky goes to Romany
dential discretion; regulate or pro an annex fell through last year be Gov. Brann in Augusta. Mr. Moran she embarked on a trolley car,
Capt. Knox-Little, Sir Michael
ln June.
hibit interstate shipment of oil pro cause the bids did not come within has been designated as contact man carrying the remains of her deceased Culme-Seymour, Representative and
But on the road to Rome. O. it’s march,
pet
in
a
suit
case.
For the fiist time in 30 years the Vinalhaven A Rockland Steamboat
duced in violation oP state quota the appopriation. As to postmasters. for Maine on federal matters which
.
. Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr. and Mayor and
man. march;
A man who happened along at this ,,
_
,
ls on the chariot wheels, the
Co. makes this important change on the Vinalhaven line—
Mr. Moran said:
laws.
.
.
B
Mrs. C. M. Richardson were dinner The dust
have a direct bearing on this State. juncture volunteered
sere 1s on the larch
to assist her,
“The Administration is not going He expects to be in Washington only
“I voted for every bill, and every
guests of Manager Sheridan Scott Helmets and Javelins and bridles flecked
Effective Tuesday, June 20
and put the suit case aboard the car. , ,
„ „ . _ ,
_
.
with foam.
single authority asked for by Presi to fire any of the Incumbents as long a few days.
...
,
at the Samoset Sunday. Gracing The flowers are dead, the world s ahead
A transfer soon became necessary,
upon the road to Rome.
Steamer Leaves Rockland Daily—Sundays Excepted
dent Roosevelt,” said Mr. Moran. as they show capability and obey
,
,
.
J
i
the
table
was
a
magnificent
cake
Before leaving for Washington Mr and again the stranger politely 1.
.
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,
.
the
rules
of
the
department.
In
“
My
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sup

„
,
,
,
,
6
z
bearing
the
legends
"US
A.
”
and
Upon
the road to Rome O. It’s fight,
Moran
announced
the
appointment
6.00 A. M. and 2.00 P. M. Standard Time
offered hls services.
„„
„ ... .,
man. fight;
port of the administration. In that such cases there will be no change of Miss Ethel J. Smalley as his secre
, ,
, ,
i H. M. S. Danae, with the crossed Footman
and horseman treading left
Returning, leaves Vinalhaven at 8.30 A. M. and 4.30 P. M.
Appreciating hls courtesy, the own- j
and right
record I voted my own convictions, until the postmaster's term expires." tary. She will Join hls office staff In
flags of the two nations, and hand
Camp-fires
and watch-fires ruddying the
er
of
the
dog
handed
the
receptacle
1
This means an early morning and early afternoon boat from Rork
supported the President, and am Mr. Moran has appointed ten post Washington ln the fall. Miss Smal
somely decorated with flowers. The
gloom.
to
him,
and
upon
stepping
from
the
land—the boat laying over night ln this city. The Swan's Island
confident that my attitude accur masters thus far and has six other ley who is a resident of 19 Willow
naval visitors were delighted with the The fields are gray and worn away along
the road to Rome.
line will run on the usual sc hedule.
car was amazed to find that the j
ately reflects that of the vast ma offices to fill shortly—none in Knox street has been employed for several
charms of the Rockland Breakwater
stranger
had
disappeared,
carrying
Upon
the road to Romany It's sing, boys,
jority of my constituents, regardless County, however.
years In the Moran Insurance office with him the suitcase that contained establishment.
sing;
Tho'
rag
and pack be on our back we’ll
No federal appointments have yet —an exceedingly popular and effi
of partisanship.
whistle tg the king.
the pet's remains.
One
of
the
many
places
of
interest
"The flrst phase, the legislative, been made for Maine.
ls ln the sunshine, madness ln
cient young woman.
The owner was shocked, but what to our British cousins during thelr Wine the
moon.
DEPRESSION PRICES ON
Representative and Mrs. Moran
has passed into history. The next
the man thought when he inspected vWt
wftS
F]int Rak. And de'll may care the road we fare to
Romany ln June.
phase, the administrative, now be- attended the party for disabled vet
his supposed prize can only be con cry. Wednesday morning the boys
| gins to operate—in accordance with erans on the White House 'lawn,
Along the road to Rome. alas, the glori
jectured.
Ford Work a Sperialty—But Guaranteed Work On All Cars
ous dust Is whirled.
were very much interested in the
among
the
distinguished
guests
authority conferred by the legisla
Strong hearts are fierce to see the city
Two Expert Auto Mechanics—Eddie Johnson, former foreman, for
being
Gen.
Pershing.
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
tion.
The
real
drive
commences
of the world;
WHEN
IN
BOSTON
—
Vou
co
Ou
y
wra
PP
ln
«
slicln
«
°
f
home
nine vears at Ford Gange; and Frank Hallowell, expert mechanic.
copies of The Courler-Oazette, with the I town bread fresh from the ovens of Let foot fall or bugle call, or thunder as
Always a baseball fan, Mr. Moran
July
1.
after
the
President
returns
to
OCEAN
VIEW
BALL
ROOM
you will
JOHNSON & HALLOWELL
home news, at the Old South News ..
.
..
j «
a
saw every AmerkM-n League team
Agency, Washington st., next oid South 1 the different machines used for that Upon the road to Romany the birds are
Washington.
70 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
PHONE 1089
STAN WALSH’S ORCHESTRA
calling still.
Church; also at M Andelman ’a, ?«4 rMirrv>«A
72*73
"The Roosevelt
administration play except St. Louis, and he sees a
73*lt Trow# 9t:
—Wallace Irwin,
ipurpose

CASH OLD GOLD

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

DANCE & CONCERT
Friday, June 23

SPANISH VILLA
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21

OiuidPmk
AL JAHN’S MUSICAL JOY BOYS

SPECIAL ELECTION SEPT. 11

THURSDAY, JUNE 22

WHITE LINE

i

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE JUNE 21

Leave For Augusta and Points West
7.50 A.M. 3.00 P.M.

VINALHAVEN LINE

QUALITY AUTOMOBILE WORK

DANCE
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AT THE COUNTRY CLUB

TI1REE-TIMES-A-WEEK

English Naval Officers Amung the
Week’s Players On Golf Course

DEPARTURE OF THE DANAE

UNION

Seven Tree Pond is to give an en1 Musician M:Nab played his ’cello tertainment and ice cream sale at
He that loveth silver shall not be
(Continued from Pace One)
I solo, it was a real treat to all. for he their halt Wednesday evening. The
satisfied with silver: nor he that
English officers from the Cruiser second hal( at the Park The iat.
loveth abundance with increase.—
showed by his performance, that he play “Ye Old District School” will be
Danae found the Country Club golf ter was ako packed to the doors
presented, followed by the farce
was master of his Instrument.
Eccl. 5:10.
course much to their liking and
Attaining 30-piece performance [
The H. M. S. Danae is to be con- “Aunt Jane's Accident.”
numbers of them came ashore with 1 out of a i2.Piece organization is
Albert Mank who makes hls home
THE BRITISH SAILORS
gratulated on its band and band! their clubs to enjoy its inviting fair- rather a )arge order, but that is ex-:
with his daughter at Tenant's Har
master. The program:
Our city is not insensible of the ■ ways and smooth greens, express- actly whal Bandmaster Kenneth
bor is visiting hls son H. E. Mank and
March Medley- Martial Moments
Overture—Lustple!
honor paid by the British Navy, ing much appreciation of th? courte- McLean accomplished at the excepdoing a little fishing for amusement.
Concert
Waltz
—
Blue
Danube
ln selecting it as the New England sy which had placed the club at tionally fir.? military orchestra con
'Cello Solo—Drlgo's Serenade
Hampton L. Robbins is at the State
Musician McNab
port of call for H. M. S. Danae, their disposal. It was another illus cert.
Suite—Ballet Egyptlenne
Street
Hospital. Portland, receiving
Too much praise cannot be given
Tenor Soloa
upon iEs mission of good-will. The tration of the value of a golf course
treatment and time hangs heavily on
Malre My Olrl
to
a
community
like
Rockland
in
the
to this fine organization, the Royal
fraternizing of visitor and host
It Is Only a Tiny Garden
his hands. He would be pleased to
Bandmaster McLear
seems to have left nothing want summer time. In the usual weekly Marine Band of the H. M 8. Danae,
receive cards or letters front his old
Spanish Waltz—Santiago
one of the finest that this city
ing to a season of unqualified en tournament 15 golfers participated. |
Selection—Lilac Time
friends and acquaintances. Everyone
Finale—God Save The King
joyment upon both sides. With the popular superintendent of the has been privileged to hear, Und
Star Spangled Banner
misses Hampton from hls old home
greens,
Roger
Sorrent,
whose
handi

it
showed
by
the
concerts
that
the
longer notice of the coming it
and the store and hopes are expressed
cap
was
20,
came
off
victor
with
a
work and time given by the bandMany inquiries as to the name of that he may soon recover and return
might have been possible to organ
ize a welcome upon a more impres ) net 63. The honor of runner-up was fnaster and musicians has been well the British cruiser can be answered home. Seldom anyone would be more
by the statement that Danae was a missed than Mr. Robbins who has been
sive scale, but it would not have tied by three players, Ladd. Veazie spent
Especial mention should be made mythology princess of Argos, mother right here in business for nearly hall
been possible, even under such cir and Marshall, with net 70s. Veazie
cumstances, to elaborate upon the was the second club member this of (he cOiqs by the bandmaster ar.d of Perseus by Zeus, who visited her a century with but very few vaca
warmth of the hospitality with season to break under 40 for nine Musician McNab. The bandmaster's j in the form of a golden shower in the tions, and has been ever ready to do
rich tenor voice was a marvel to , brazen tower where her father had an act ot inkdness for anyone. His
which the community threw open holes, scoring a 39. The scores:
R. Sorrent ............ ------------ 83—20—63
its doors to these visiting repre W. D Ladd
91—21—70 those in the audiencs and judging imprisoned her. The name is pro- son Arthur and son-in-law Roy
85—18—7o j by the applause, after both the solo ncunced in three syllables. Dan-a-e— Clare are looking after the store and
sentatives of the nation across the E L. Veazie ............
J. S. Marshall
seas. That our guests were fully E B. Howard
96 2S 71 and encore, it was with real regret accent on first syllable, rhyme with telephone office during his absence
C. Rogers
sensible of this outpouring of A
96
—23—Tb that
couldn’t (because of time' ’’fan;" second “a” as in ’’senate;’’ Mrs. Robbins is with her husband.
A. P. Green ............
95—21—74 be prevailed to sing more. When “e” as in “feed."
friendly regard, they left room for L. K. Green ............
Mrs. Lulie Uflord who has been ill
W H Glendennlng
92—15—77 |
doubt, sealing the declaration with E L. Scarlott .......
95—18—77 ---- —----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------is now able to sit up a portion of the
an expression of desire to make us, L. E. McRae
time.
A. C. McLoon
on their return passage, again their Z M Dwinal
104- 20—84
Fred Lucas has improved the ap
Chas.
Dwinal
.......
103-17
—
86
p^rt of call. To this paper Captain A W Ft98-20-73
pearance of his already attractive
Knox-Little sends the message:
The Saturday afternoon handicap Mrs. La Mance Tells Knox County W. C. T. U. What house by giving it a coat of paint,
“I am very grateful to you for saw Link McRae score his second
..
•
a
t •
re- rv
There will be a special meeting of
Fifty-three Millionaires Are Trying To Do
the most generous welcome with consecutive victory.
the Ambitious Maids 4-H Club*at
which you have greeted us in your
the home of their leader Bertha
columns. It is a very real pleasure
THE SCARLET TANAGER
The annual convention of Knox most daily in the Press, an educa- Meservey Wednesday at 2 o’clock
to be welcomed with such cor
Beautiful Bird, Once Plentiful, Is County W.C.T.U. was held in the tional power in the country. I recom- A full att€ndance u urged M nnal
diality."
Methodist Church at Union on one mend that we recognize more gen- pJans afe tQ
made for
Now Shy and Solitary
1
ol
those
rare
days
in
June,
when
all
I
erously
its
benefits
and
register
as
THE TRUST COMPANY
Seven Tree Grange will hold a
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
(the world is in tune. All sessions individuals, with courtesy, our propublic entertainment Wednesday at
A number of years ago I was on a were presided over by the county tests against its faults. We are apWith three-quarters of the re
quired stock already subscribed for, sketching trip, and came to a beach, president. Miss Alena Young, in her preaching the date when Maine must
appoint delegates to the ConstituDr. and Mrs. H. H. Plumer have
the Knox County Trust Company a stip of hand and pebbles, so char usual efficient manner.
tional
convention
to
vote
for
or
returned
from a visit to New York
should soon find itself established acteristic of the Maine sea line. It
A heart}- welcome was extended to
for business, but how soon, depends was the sort of a place and time of visiting delegates and friends, the re against the repeal of the 18th and Massachusetts. Weekend guests
upon the immediate sale of that day that painters love. A few water sponse by Miss Margaret Crandon, Amendment. Knox County is to at the Plumer home were Mr. and
final one-quarter. The community ! washed, weather beaten piles, forming being a clever paraphrase on Lin have three delegates who are to be Mrs. Robert Morris of Boston. Miss
which the institution is to serve I a wharf, stretched out into the water; coln's Gettysburg address. A letter nominated by petitions. These peti- Mary Plumer, Paul Plumer and Miss
will find itself greatly benefited by silver toned fish houses, which showed of greeting from tlie State president, tions are to be issued by the Secre- Rose Cole of Augusta.
£>r and Mrs jj L. Richardson of
a promptness of response that shall the effect of time and brine, seemed Mrs. Althea G. Quimby was read, tary of State June 30 or July 1 and
take this stock forthwith out of the built to challenge an artist's skill, and and the corresponding secretary was be returned the first of August. Each Somerville and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
canvassers' hands. Every day that I a line of pink clouds glowed in the instructed to send a letter of greet petition must have at least 195 signa- Greene of Brookline and Mrs.
lures of registered voters who must p-_orence Cameron of Canal Zone
shortens this process brings that ; sunset sky.
ing and thanks, in reply.
sign in the presence of the one cir were recent guests of Mr and Mrs.
Some
happy,
rollicking
children
much nearer the greatly desired
, Miss Young in her address to the culating the petition, who in turn
James Cameron. Mrs. Greene and
opening of the bank to active busi were bathing and splashing in the
convention had these recommenda must certify before a qualified offi
Mrs. Cameron will remain for a few
ness, which can be done in a jiffy, water. As the sketch progressed, I
cer that names are properly signed weeks.
i was conscious of the children leaving tions:
once the stock is sold.
That every woman here consider a Mrs Quimby writes that a list of
their play and forming in a little
Several from Union attended the
little
more earnestly what her mem- names upon which w*e are to concen
group
behind
my
easel.
Hoping
for
a
THE FAMILY DOCTOR
recital in Rockland Wednesday eve
helpful criticism, I was wholly un- bership in the W.C.T.U. requires of trate our efforts and our votes will ning give nby pupils of Ruth San
be sent to local presidents. There
The old-fashioned family doctor prepared for the tribute which came her and that in the coming year we
born, who also has several pupils in
from one of the older boys.
seek to be more loyal in our support must be no scattering of votes. The
Is staged for a come-back, in the
Union.
“Gee! if she went to school she of programs, meetings and all local Legislative committee in each local
opinion of the well-known Boston
and county work. One definite edu- union will be asked to serve as a cir- , Seven Tree Grange will present ar.
specialist, Dr. Richard W. Smith. would get a-plus in drawing!"
I feel like handing this tribute or. cational task to which we are culating committee for these peti- entertainment ln their hall Wednes
The family doctor, as he is recalled
day evening. Ice cream will be on sa’.e
out of older times, has few repre to Miss Elsie Lane of Rockport for pledged is the broadcasting of tern- , tions though others must help. We The price is set low for the purpose of
her splendid bird list, printed in your perance facts to counteract the fake must try to get all good people to the
sentatives today. In smaller com
having a full house.
munities he occasionally may be issue of June 10. I really envy her. propaganda of the liquor and tobacco polls on Sept. 11.
William G Hawes who has been in
The
tanager
has
not
been
seen
at
my
interests
Ignorance
of
facts
of
the
Reports
of
directors
showed
that
found, but for the most part the
,
.
....
.
.
nwt
hart
hwn
rtfinp in all de- Virginia the past winter has returned
specialist has taken the right of station this year, but a very perfect effects of alcohol and tobacco ex- some work naa oeen acme in au a
home
way. The family doctor was every description of one came to me from plains much of the indifference partments and especially in Temper
Mrs. Charles Mank of North War
Flower
Mission
ar.ee
and
Mission
everywhere in evidence.
thing that the name suggests. He j Dr. Walter Conley of Camden.
ren spent last Wednesday with her
The tanagers at one time were
Unfavorable criticism is voiced al- ;
knew the members of the family,
(Continued on Page Eight)
daughter Mrs. Aubyne Hawes.
and was intimate in the family's abundant but now are shy and soliMr. and Mrs. W. L. Merriam were
BRANDED AS "BRUTAL"
business and private affairs. He 1 tary. seeking woodlands where they A CORDIAL CANADIAN
in Sheepscot Friday to attend a poul
doctored for eighty percent of its can bathe and carol unmolested.
try meeting.
ills, was the repository of its secrets ! Patches of white oak are their fa Roving Reporter Hears From W. E. Lombard Tells Spanish War
A special service will be held at
Vets
What
He
Thinks
About
and consultant upon all matters, vorite retreats, and one can only
the Church of the Nazarene Tuesday
a
Friend
He
Met
On
Trip
Pension
Cots
i
watch
and
hope
for
a
sight
of
the
gor

great and small. In Dr. Smith's
at 7.30. Rev. R. Wayne Gardner,
opinion we are to see the develop geous coat as it flashes through our
To the Provinces
Walter E. Lombard of Boston, president of Eastern Nazarene Colj
city
streets.
ment of the smaller hospitals as
legt. Wollaston. Mass, will be the
The Roving Reporter is in receipt junior vice commander-in-chief of
The song of the tanager and
community medical centres, and
the Massachusetts United Spanish speaker. The College male quartet
!
rose
breasted
grosbeak
both
recf an interesting communication
that will represent an attempt
War Veterans. Saturday branded the will be present. These young men
to integrate the “re-established 1 semble that of the robin. The tan from J. S. Brown, proprietor of the
recent Government pension cuts a have traveled over the eastern secfamily doctor” with the present ager note is hoarser, and grosbeak's Busy Bee Cafe in Sussex, N. B, "brutal.” He said suicides and dis- tlon of the United States singing and
j
more
musical
and
mellow.
hospital system. There is a need,
whose acquaintance he formed while ccuragement have been its only ! thousands have heard them ever the
Ada C. Burpee.
he believes, for far-reaching co
on nis recent trip to New Brunswick product, and scathingly demanded j radio.
Rockland.
June
14.
operation and co-relation in the
and Nova Scotia. Mr. Brown, it will that "big business be equally patriotic
profession as a partial substitute
GLENCOVE
WITH THE BOWLERS
be recalled, was at one time em and give up the subsidies it received
for highly individualistic practice
for carrying the mails.'
ployed
in
a
Camden
restaurant.
in the past.
The hospital, he
Mrs. Walter Joy, Miss Constance
Into the slough of despond rode Hls letter bespeaks the cordiality
He spoke at the annual encampbelieves, is the most satisfactory
Joy.
Gordon Joy and Watson Robbins
, Wall's Wonders. Friday night they , which the
Reporter found n'-£nt of the Department of Maine in
group around which the co-ordina
all
of
Southwest Harbor were guests
lost another game to the Three cverywhw m the provinces, and is j Waterville.
_
tion of medical service may center. Crows, this time by a margin of' 64
" here published.
"The lo£3 of our pensions may hurt j °f _ i “
Hal1 S“turdaJr
C. E. bregory was in Belfast Fri
|
pins.
Snow
had
high
string
(105)
•
•
e
i
J
us,"
said
the
Boston
speaker,
"but
T1IF. GARDEN CLUB
| and Cummings had high total. The
I received a copy of The Courier- the greatest hurt is to be called day night and with others from
Rockland attended the Odd Fellows
'
summary
:
Gazette
and I want you to know how thieves, grafters and chisellers."
There is evidence upon every
Three Crows—Horrocks. 553; Cum much I enjoyed reading it. particuLombard included in his denuncia- meeting.
hand cf the cumulative effect
Herbert Waldron has employment
mings,
565;
Mason,
520;
total,
1638.
Inrly
the
story
of
your
trip
to
the
j
tions
the President's reforestation
wrought by the activities of the
at
Warrenton Park.
Will's Wonders — Jbidan/ 553; Maritimes. Since, I have felt that I move, which he described as "uncerlocal Garden Clubs. Citizens of the
Miss Louise Sherer of Rockville is
|
ought
to
have
gone
with
you
to
tain"
and
an
"experiment"
Snow,
522;
Wall.
499;
total.
1574.
feminine sex who have always
Moncton in order to have pointed "Money has been taken from the at the home of her sister Mrs. Her
fostered some form of flower grow
STEAMER MAIL SERVICE
out many lovely sights which you poor man to make the rich man bert Waldron while the latter is away
ing have in a multitude of instances
nursing.
missed seeing, as they are mostly ,richer," he said.
notably extended these activities,
Steamship mail service between
Mrs. Ralph Jewell was in Friend
so that the home grounds present Rockland. North Haven and Stoning J just off of the main N. B. No. 2 High- , Lombard was the official represenship last week and is now ln Skowhe
|
way.
I'm
quite
sure
you
would
agree
,
tatlve
of
Commander-in-Chief
Wila luxuriance of bloom which in
gan. Her son Charles and Eendall
ton, and between Rockland. South witJi me that such mturaj beauty liam J. Otjen of Oklahoma.
earlier times they were much
Merrill also went along for a week's
Brooksville. Sargcntville. North Deer £pc(s wculd be reajiy worthwhile see- William T. Wade of Augusta was
denied. And this has stimulated an Isle. Brooklln and North Haven, from , .
.
stay.
,
.
,
.
.
ln
g;
elected
department
commander;
ambition with many who hitherto
Capt. Tom Farley and Warren BarJuly 1 to Aug. 1, has been or ere J
One Qf
many slghts you mtssed Stephen H. Libby of Cumberland
had left out of their lives the joy the postoffice department. The service !was
Colpitts
Ranch
rows were visitors on the British
Mills,'
senior
vice
commander,
and
attendant upon the growing of is to be operated by the Eastern
perhaps the iargest in
WQrld
Eugene Haskell of Freeport, junior warship Saturday.
flowers. Even the men have felt Steamship Lines. Inc., "as often as Thcrc
probably 25 acrM
wire
The Bunch held a birthday party
vice commander.
the inspiration. We may confi practicable" not less than five times
yhe ranch
not far from
at the cottage at Hosmer's Pond Fri
dently expect this general Interest peT week. A total of $600 will be paid galjsburyi N B. On the same ranch trips, and next year, if you come this day n^ght.
still further to develop, and more for the season.
Robert W. Studley and Charles A.
is a barn. 237 feet long and 36 feet l way again, I shall endeavor to find
and more the community take on
wide which cost $35,000.
| time to take you in my car, in order Studley are working for Freeman
the desired atmosphere of floral
The removal of a pane of glass
I have traveled in several foreign to show yuu spots which are worth- Stanley in Rockland.
beauty.
8x9 inches furnished the only clue
The “Hamfests" held forth at the
countries, Alaska, Honolulu, parts ol while, and which I believe would
to a break at Frank Skinner's filling
Siberia, crossed the Isthmus of surprise you even as they have sur Packard cottage Sunday.
GOLF IN MAINE
station on South Main street Satur
Mrs. Manford Ott of Rockport was
Panama, and was in sight of Japan. prised me after my roaming about
day night. And sure enough it had
calling on friends in town last week.
Hairy C. Webber's “Golf In furnished a means of entrance for a I lived in California for five years ; in foreign lands
Herbert N. Brasier of the school
Maine” makes its 1933 appearance boy 8'2 years old—small as to size but and in Massachusetts 18 years. \ I feel now that we are not only
in handsome form, the colored long on nerve. He was given a talk While in California I fished in ! neighbors but real friends and even board was in Augusta last week.
Misses Dorothy and Arlene Keilar
cover embellished with the smiling ing to calculated to raise gooseflesh Tckel Creek in the Santa Cruz though we differ in some ways, yet
figure of Francis Ouimet pictured on his spine, and placed on pro Mountains and now I sometimes fish I feel with Seth Parker “You go your of West Rockport were guests Sunday
in old New Brunswick, the land of way and I'll go mine, but I’m sure of their grandmother Mrs. Charles
near the green at tlie Augusta bation.
Maxey.
we'll get on together nicely."
my birth.
Country Club named in his honor.
Only last week a “Great War"
J. S. Brown
Quoting from Uie foreword:
increase in three years. That is a
Box 28, Sussex. N. B., Canada.
In its first edition, in 1930, there
gcod indication of what Maine is vet and I were fishing speckled trout
were listed sixty courses then oper
doing in developing the old Scot in Miller Brook and we were forced
ating. The following year. 1931.
tish game.
to remain in the woods all night on
the number had Increased to sixtyGilchrest
The details of each of these golf account of a miscalculation in the
nine. In 1932 the little book car
courses aro succinctly presented distance to the mouth of the brookMonumental Works
ried descriptions of seventy-three
and the booklet is of real value to net so pleasant at 2 o'clock in the
Main Street
courses. During the time since
"Golf In Maine" app ared lust year
Thomaeton, Maine
all golfers, local and visiting. Get morning.
and today the numb -r has grown
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Well, now, Mr. Editor. I surely
a copy at your bookstore or write
The Courier-Gazette
to elghty-two. A gain of twentyTelephone Connection
wculd
like
to
hear
more
abQUt
your
to Mr. Webber at Bath.
two courses, more than one-third

SPECIALS-JUNE 19-14

I

NATION-WIDE

COCOA
Bis • Lb Carton

Nation

1C

COCOA

NATION-WIDE

TEAS

When serving Coffee iced-—
brew double strength —- (to
make allowance for tho
melting ice.)

ORANGE PEKOE or FORMOSA OOLONG

•A Lb
Ctrton

FACING A GREAT CRISIS

QUAKER OATS

2 «s 25’ - 2
MUFFETS

0
A

NEW
IMPROVED

POUND
PACKAGE

Pbft

SNIDERS

CATSUP.

SUNSHINE

CALIFORNIA

PEACHES

NOBILITY

Tall
No 1
Cent

Sliced

ASS ORTMENT
riNEST ENGLISH

STYLE COOKIES

HERSHEY’S

Choc. Flavor Syrup

11 VARIETIES (
88 BISCUITS

WAFER SLICED BEEF
I

NATION-WIDE

31-

25e

2

. a?25e

’

^.PICKLES

bp

fell FeaaS Pt><.

Can

BAKER'S

NEW BULBS FOR COTTAGES

COCOA

ELECTRIC BUBS

GUARANTEED

15-J5-4O-50-60-75 Welt

Reg. Price 20c each

10'

3

49'

MINUTE

TAPIOCA. .,11*
THE NEW

FOOD

CALO

JELL-O . 2-15’

ZA-REX
FRUIT SYRUPS

SPLENDID BRAND

Vanilla. 225'

PINT JUG

21‘

ROYAL
THE CREAM OF TARTAR

WILLIAMS'

BAKING POWDER

19'

Root Beer Extract
80 jlatict tl ‘/jc e lien

" ATION-WlbE

SERVICE

GROCERS

ROCKLAND DISTRICT

IF you have something to

sell
and are in a big hurry to
sell it, let the classified advertising
department of The Courier-Gazette
prove its ability as a speedy and
efficient sales medium.

(^PM^oiawiid^aw

a»id^w>a.a»w»oJi^w<^*>

MBMMMaH
Every-OtKsr-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 20, 1933
At the recent annual meeting of the

TALK OF THE TOWN*,Universalist parish Mrs. Lester Sher SWINGS DOWN THE HOME STRETCH

Page Three

CAMDEN

man, Wilbur F. Senter Jr. and M. E.

Mrs. Mildred M. Wellman and Ma
rion Heald were united in marriage
Knox County Tru*t Company Stock Selling Campaign Saturday night at the Methodist par
Nearing Its Goal—Probably Over the Top Tomorrow
sonage by Rev. Albert E. Luce, the
VOGUE PATTERNS . . . McCALL PATTERNS . . . HOLLYWOOD PATTERNS (15c)
single ring service being used.
Richard Stairs of Portland was a
An enthusiastic group of workers and frankly discussed. The result
recent visitor in town.
on >the stock subscribing drive of the was a decided upward swing in the
Mr. and Mrs. James Heal of Boston
local
sales
today
and
yesterday.
Knox County Trust Company gath
are guests of his parents Mr. and
Vinalhaven and Union made splendid
Mrs. Fred Heal, Mechanic street.
ered at the Chamber of Commerce
sales records and the race Is keen be
Bought before the advance
Mrs. Frank Merrill and Mrs. B. F
office this morning and prepared for tween the two towns for quota filling
Mathews of Winchester, Mass., were
the final push that will send the honors. Camden, too has been forg
Do not confuse these with ordinary
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. F. 1
campaign over the top tomorrow ac ing to the front and Warren may yet
59c curtains
Mathews,
that time a grand total of *1,180,605, cording to present expectations. The win first laurels. A complete state
Mrs.
Alice
Kennedy,
president
of
WEATHER
and the total amount of hls collec- total number of shares to be sold was ment of the standing of the towns on Joel Keyes Orant circle, Ladies of the
The wind coming shrewdly out of. tions have been $1,050,110, leaving 4000 and of these 3101 have already stock sales as compared to their GAR, is entertaining the members
the north for two days has somewhat, $100,495 to be collected on three been placed. Of the remaining 899 quotas will be published at the con of the order today, Tuesday, at her
eliminated the fueling that June | years' taxes. The above figures of definite arrangements cover about clusion of the drive.
home on Mountain street.
Senator A. C. McLoon is chairman
earlier had inspired. Moreover there ' course do not Include this year’s com- half and it is only necessary for the
The indoor baseball team of Mt.
Beige and Cream
was an accompaniment of rain, mitment which he has just received, workes to make the last difficult 10 of the drive and expresses hls sincere Battle Lodge of Odd Fellows were
2L yards long with Ruffle Top
per
cent
cleanup.
The
canvassers
are
appreciation of the loyalty of the
greatly needed, and for that one felt
guests of Waldo Lodge at Belfast Fri
teams and the executive committee
gratitude—particularly as it stayed , Mr. and Mrs . A. C. Jones and now afield on that task.
Flowered
Itself to allow the British sailors to I daughter Nathalie, motored to OarRockland has lagged far behind In this final and naturally most diffi day night. Supper was served and a
social evening enjoyed.
attend church and was equally kind ' diner Bunday to attend the annual several of the Knox County towns m cult stock subscribing campaign for
'"The Story of Temple Drake,” at
Sunday afternoon with the public meeting of the Maine Elks' Associa the sales quota race for a vAriety of a bank in this county. He Is especial the Comique today, Tuesday; Wed- I
reasons.
Chairman
McLoon
called
a
ly
appreciative
of
the
Chamber
of
tfiat wanted to visit the warship in tion, and were among those privi
Rose, Gold or Green
nesday,
“International
House;" I A,
the harbor. This morning showed an leged to go through the mansion of meeting of the workers yesterday and Commerce which has thrown all its Thursday, Clive Brook in “Caval
early temperature a little below 50. Ex-Governor Gardiner. Mr. Jones all these rumors and whlsper'ied crltl- facilities open to the use of the com- cade;'' Saturday, "Strictly Personal."
Fine Marquisette
wind northeast, skies clear and was elected first vice president. clsms were brought out Into the open mittees.
The annual meeting of the Garden
Twelve of the 14 lodges of Maine were
slightly warmer predicted.
Club will be held at Whitehall Inn,
Maynard L. Marston has joined
-----------------represented at the convention, which
Assistant National Director Reddy today, Tuesday, at 2.30. Following
Full length—Beige only
Miriam Rebekah Ixxige meets to- opene<i with a colorful ball Saturday the sales force of A. C. McLoon & of the American Red Cross was in
the reports and election of officers,
night for drill work only. No supper nighl The principal speaker was Co., Frigidaire, oil burners and spe the city yesterday helping perfect
Mrs, William Ellery Wing of Port
------Past Grand Exalted Ruler John F cialty dealer.
an organization which will be in land, chairman of the lantern slide
Clark Island is a busy granite
Malley of Springfield, Mass.
readiness in case of such disasters and lecture committee of the Garden
They are worth $1.00 and we believe the same
center, with 98 quarrymen and 180
The record breaking graduating as recently befell Ellsworth and Club Federation of Maine, will give
curtain wlll sell for $1.00 in the fa.ll
paving cutters at work.
CIRCUS COMING THE FOURTH cl*“ of 350 sludenU
year at New Auburn. Milton M. Orlffin is an illustrated lecture on some of the
University of Maine contained two the local chairman. The American gardens of the Longfellow Club mem
Ringling Bros, and Barnum A*
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
sets of twins. One comprised Luthera Legion, one of the units, is organ bers. A social hour will follow and
The Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus,
Bailey combined circus plays ln 1
Burton and Ijeroy Burton of Tliom- ized under four heads-^supplles and refreshments will be served.
a 40-car show, and one of the
Portland next Saturday, on its Jubilee
welfare, rescue, transportation, traf
three railroad circuses remaining 1 aston.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Warner Jones
Tlie faculty have arrived at Beaver ant and prosperous season, with a
tour.
EAST UNION
fic and police. The flrst aid organi of Jersey City, N. J., are guests of
In this country, will show on the
Camp and are anticipating a pleas full quota
The Sons of Maine Club of Som sation will probably be vested in her sister Mrs. John Tewksbury.
Wallace E. Spear and family are
The annual community picnic will
Pleasant street grounds Fourth
erville.
Mass., has an outing at Cedar the public utilities concerns. The
moving their household goods this
of July. The advertising car ar
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hansen and be held at Wiley's Point Saturday.
Hill, Waltham next Saturday after communication outfit has for its two children and Mrs. Herbert
week to their recently purchased
rived this morning and with tt
Miss Doris Tolman of West Rocknoon, and the poster reads as if it nucleus Kenneth V. White's radio
farm at North Nobleboro.
press agent, AMen Lester, who
Whitehouse of Newport, N. H., have port was weekend guest of Mrs Fred
were going to be a lively and Inter station, the telephone company and been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spear.
cites as among the big attrac
esting occasion. Albion B. Crocker, Boy Scouts. The information de
No applications for beer licenses
Hansen.
. Bernard Esancy has employment in
tions the giraffe necked woman
chairman of the membership com partment remains to be organized.
have been received at the city clerk's
Gee, but it has bon hot thLs past week. It has seemed nice to
Mrs. Mabel Burns of New York Morton & Payson's mill at South
and Clyde Beatty who trains 40
mittee, is conducting a drive for Mr. Reddy addressed the Forty Club
office thus far. It is considered quite
have thin underwear on. It ha9 helped. We have lots of other
city
is
the
guest
of
Capt.
and
Mrs.
|
Hope.
lions and tigers.
clothing for hot weather.
4$
recruits.
likely that some people have inten
yesterday noon.
J. Arthur Wagner.
Several from this place attended
tions of that sort, however.
MEN'S
UNION
SUITS
—
some
at
two
suits
for
$1.06.
Others
al
75c
Miss
Frances
Forchheimer
of
Cin

Miss Margaret McKnight reports RusseU
0{ Mr and Mrs Ed.
the baccalaureate sermon at the M.
The summer schedule of the Vinal cinnati, Ohio, has arrived and opened
or $1.00. SHIRTS AND DRAWERS as low as 25c; better ones
for
the
Knox
County
Rural
Religious
wd
Q
wlllU
mson
Main
E. Church in Union Sunday.
All parents having children to
haven & Rockland Steamboat Co. her home on the Belfast road for the
at 45c and 65c.
Education, that two daily vcaatlon j street was made happy yesterday by goes into effect today with radical de
Warren Reynolds is employed in 1»
enter school for the first time
summer.
bible schools, of 10 days each are be- the rfcelpt
blrthday ^^jathe store of Payson & Robbins.
g MEN'S KHAKI PANTS ..... . $1.00. OVERALLS at ... $1.00, $1.40
next fall should have them
partures from the old schedule on the
lng conducted before the regular {lons from „Uncl<f
Houjfhton;.
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS at ..... ............. ...... ....... 59c, $1.00 and $1.50
registered at once. Call 324-M.
Vinalhaven line. Steamers on that
There i
SWAN'S ISLAND
schedule opens In July-one at Broad the
knQW
announcer. run will now leave Tillson wharf at
BOVS’ SHORTS are selling like hot cakes for ....... 59c, 65c and 75c
dance Saturday
Cove, Cushing; and one at Lawry, I Uncle Bob sent the lad an excellent
COTTON KNICKERS at___ ____ „___ „_________________ 98c
6 a. m. and 2 p. m., returning from Hester Freethy and Laura Stinson
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
Dr.
Hadley
Friendship. Of special interest is the photograph of himself together with
the lsland at 8.30 a. m. and 4.30 p m, entertained the Methodist ladies' aid, this place.
Veterans holds its final meeting until
SHIRTS AND BLOl’SES—some low neck and short sleeves; others
a long letter ln which he explained laying over night at this port. Sail Friday afternoon in Red Men's hall.
fall tomorrow night. A card party ;
with high neck and long sleevoi—prettieat things you ever
Philip
scholar ln the Head of the Lake dlsthat hls real name is Edward W. ings on the North Haven. Stonington
Is to be given ln the afternoon with ;
saw, at....... . ................... _.................... ................. ............... 59c, 69c
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges were grandparents
’ trict from four years up, including
Young, that hls mother who was a and Swan's Island line will be as usual recently dinner guests of Rev. and few days.
Mrs Emma Douglas in charge.
CHILDREN'S
WASH SUITS OR PLAY SUITS—these are big
two of High School age, were in at
daughter of the late John H. Karl, at 2 p. m. AU sailings will be on I Mrs W. C. Osgood.
Those
sellers . ....... . ............. ............ . ..................... 59c. 69c, $1.00, ,$1.50
tendance
at
Sunday
School,
16
going
Inquiries are made of the bird edi
was a former resident of Rockland. standard time and daily, Sundays ex- j Mrs. WUliam Glendenning and Knox Pomona held at Cushing Sat
If^you need any kind of Clothing for Boys—why not call on us and
tor as to the albino robin, whose pres to Union and five to Hope Corner.
"I have never been to Rockland,'’ cepted. The 2 o clock boats for all, daughter of Rockland are guests of urday, report an interesting meetwe'll do our best to supply you.
ence “in our midst" has been noted
ing.
4
Attending thrLmual State en- wrole Uncle Bob' “but everyone says points will connect with the after- Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Freethy.
in recent summers. Has anybody f^teipment of United Spanish War
15 a flne city and I hope that some noon train from Boston. Both steam p, lends of Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge
Mrs Millie Jones and granddaugh- j®
seen him thLs season? Information
ers, Vinalhaven and North Haven, are are pleased to hear that she is able ter Shirley Morton have returned from »
Veterans and Auxiliary in Water- time I m*>' visit there.'
*•111 be welcomed.
splc and span for the summer's work. to occasionally ride out.
Gardiner where they were guests of12
ville Saturday' were Commander and
------Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hart were in Mrs. Jones’ sister, Mrs. Fred Hahn.
Judge Sidney ^TSlix Thaxter and Mrs. Horace Vose of Thomaston. Mr
Claremont Commandery K.T., will The Vinalhaven spent the entire winDr. Bwille <1 Abbott of Portland, and Mrs. M. 8. Dick. Mrs. Ella Hy- eelebra e St. Johns Day. Informally. ter on the railway and was thorough- Camden last week to attend the
Chief Justice William R. PattangalF land. Mrs. Adah Roberts. Fred at Oakland Park: next Saturday, and ly overhauled. Then the North Haven i graduation exercises of their daughand former Congressman John R 'Brcnkle, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wall, has Invited DeValois Commandery had her turn and was given a com- ter Jeannette who was salutotorian
of the class. Many friends extend
Nelson, are on a cruise along the • Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike. Mrs of Vinalhaven and Dunlap Corn- plete going over.
congratulations to her on her suc
Maine coast for a few days.
I-aura Ranlett. all of Ralph Ulmer mandery of Bath to join tn the fesMARRIED
cess.
_____
[Camp and Auxiliary. The Auxiliary tivIUes. Sir Knights will leave MaNEWCOMBE-LYON—At Durham N C
The social Saturday evening in Red
The Rotary Club observes Ladles i is proud to have two of the depart- sonic Temple at 9.30 a. m.. and dinJune 14. Elliot Hill Newcombe ol
Charlotte. N C.. and Miss Mary Duke Men's hall was a grand success. The
Night Friday at the Samoset, the ment officers chosen from its ranks— ner will be served at 12.30. the menu
Lyon of Durham.
Sprague and
banquet to begin at 7.30 instead of 6.30 Mrs Emma Dick as senior vice presl- consisting of boiled lobsters, baked HEALD-WELLMAN—At Camden. June. committee was Rita
.
. .
„
.
17. by Rev Albert E Luce. Marion Jeannie Bums, assisted by Elizabeth
as previously stated. The guest , dent, and Mrs. Hyland as historian, clams, hot rolls, strawberry short
both*1 of "camden Mlldred M Wellm,n Morse. The proceeds netted in the
speaker will be Dr. Wakefield oi 1
------cake, etc. The Sir Knights who plan
Fairfield, who Is to speak on “China." I Herbert W. Fifield of South Port- to be at the park for dinner only are GROSS-WILCOX—At Portland. June 6 Vicinity Of $22.
Winslow Gross of vinalhaven and
Luella Holmes is spending the sum_____
land, a graduate in the class of 1922. asked to notify Charles L. Robinson.
Miss Etta Wilcox or Sanford.
Col. E. K. Oould while attending has been elected a member of the the recorder. There'll be baseball STONE - GILLCHRIST — At vinalhaven m€r vacation in Boston and New
June 17. by Rev. N. P. Atwood. Irving York
the State O.A.R. Encampment in alumni council at University oi playing and other doings. Gosh ail
Stone of North Haven and Miss Lena
_ ' ~
„
...
. .
Otllchrlst of Vinalhaven.
The Odd Fellows hall presented
Bangor last week was presented with Maine for a three-year term as a rep- hemlock, what a good time’s in store 1
CURTIS - Mitchell — At Fort Point an attractive scene last Wednesday
a handsome silver loving cup by the I1 esen tatlve of the College of Arts
------Hutchins. Fiorian E Curtis of Sears- evening the occasion being the gradpast department commanders of the 1 and Sciences. Mr. Fifield was one j The third annual meeting of the
port and Etta Marie Mitchell of Stock- J nation exercises of the grammar
Maine Department of Sons of Union j of the outstanding students in his j Garden Club Federation of Maine
ton Springs.
!
Veterans in recognition of his 25 class and was awarded the Wash- has been called by Mrs. E A. Rob- MILLS-VINAL—At Damariscotta.. June schools in town The hall was deco1932. Herbert W Mills of Camden rated with purple and white lilacs,
years' service as department secre ington alumni prize in his senior year bins, the president, for Tuesday, 22.
and Miss Cora L. Vinal of Vinalhaven ■
,
,
DEMMONS-COFFELL
—At the Free Bap- The class coIors were blue and K°ld'
as
having
done
the
most
for
hls
colJune
27,
at
the
Congregational
tary-trensurer
tlst
parsonage.
Rockland.
May
29.
by
class
motto,
“
Row
Not
Drift
”
The
during his four years' course, parish house ln Belfast. Much imRev. L. O. Perry. Ralph Demmons and
„
„
_
..
The contract for a complete re
Miss Mary E. Coffell both of Rock- program: Prayer, Rev. W. C. Osgood; j
ls a member of the Sigma Alpha portant business, including election
land
“
Whatever
Is.
Is
Best,"
Irma
Morse;
'
frigeration installation on the
lion.
He is associate general of officers, is to come before this
—At the Free Baptist
d„„i
DotvizOic™ ” I
Thomas W. lamont estate, North agent for Maine for the Stote Mutual meeting. A luncheon will be served LAMPI-DEMUTH
parsonage. Rockland. June 5. by Rev Obedience and Real Patriotism, ]
Haven, has been made by A. C. MeAjssurance company of Worces- at 12.30. All garden club presidents L. O. Perry. Terrell Lampi and Miss Wilfred Dunham; piano solo, Neal
Isabel Demuth.__________
Wells of Vinalhaven; “Life's Jig- |
Loon & Co., all machines being
Mass.
and delegates are expected to be
saw, Annie Merrithew; "What I
Frlgldaires. This contract Is one of .
_____
I present. A short round table has
DIED
the largest refrigeration jobs in this , Those who liave followed Miss been arranged with John P. Thomas, MADDOCKS—At Union. June 18. Emma Ca" ^Ving,” Marguerite Joyjce; (
L.. wife of Ellis Maddocks. aged 50 "Land of Beginning Again, Oeorge ;
section calling for both domestic and Isabel Kirkpatrick's success in ama- A j A of Portland, vice president of
years. 8 months. 29 days. Funeral
----Wednesday at 2 o'clock standard.
i Moulton Jr.; recitation, Josephine 1
commercial type Frigidaircs.
teur theatricals for several years and
Maine Architectural Society, in
have learned with interest that she Is charge. Matters covering roadside RUSSELL—At Fairfield. June 18.. Charles Lamprey; exercise by Union Primary
A meeting of the clam packers of to be associated for three weeks with beautification, architecture and other
1 month. 29 days Funeral from the 1 School,
Patriotism, Roy Joyce, ,
Burpee parlors Tuesday at 2 o'clock.
Maine was held Friday at the Ban- a stock company directed by Ralph allied subjects will be discussed,
"My Best," Maurice Stanley; solo,
— At Rockland. June 15.
gcr House, with H. D. Crie of Rock- j chambers, will welcome the an- A11 federated clubs are urged to see BARTLETT
Florence E . wife of Perley Bartlett, "When It's Springtime in the Blue
aged 36 years. 8 months. 26 days.
land, commissioner of sea and shore nouncement that "Nancy* Private that their delegates are present,
Ridge Mountains," Effie Turner; re
fisheries presiding. The object of Affajr..
Which she will play lhe
marks and presentation of diplomas
CARD OF THANKS
.
the meeting was the formation of an role o{ leading ingenue, ts to be pre
The High School graduates mo
We wish to thank our kind friends by SUpt' E A Smallev. The class
association of those interested in the rented in Thomaston next Monday. tored to Jefferson Lake Friday for of Port Clyde, also the members of the was marshalled ln by Robert Holmes.
A. Church and especially Rev. John
. .
_. ,
packing of clams and other kinds of , Ade]yn Bushnell, with whom Miss their last event ln commencement C.
Holman and Rev Sidney Packard, who
^he graduates were Richard
sea food, and many of the leading Kirkpatrick studies, has received a week, the picnic. Soon after arriv- so kindly assisted us during the illness Holmes, Robert Holmes, Irma Morse,
and death of our dear mother; also for
flrms were represented. Those pres letter from Mr. Chambers in which ing the majority went swimming or the beautiful floral offerings
Annie Merrithew, Josephine Lamp
Mr and Mrs Charles Butler.
ent at the opening session Included he expresses his satisfaction In the played ball, these pastimes occupying
rey, Margaret Chandler, Oeorge
W. B. Durant of the Wm. Underwood young woman's work. The company ] the balance of the morning. At
Moulton, Maurice Stanley, Milton I
CARD OF THANKS
Co. and Fred C. Black of Black & Gay ,
made Up of professionals, includ-; lunch time all retired to the beach
Wc wish to express our sincere appre Smith, Keith Joyce, Roy Joyce, Mar- 1
to the pastor and members of guerite Joyce. Wilfred Dunham. John
Canners, Inc.
ing in its numbers Arthur Hurley I to partake of the dainties in their ciation
the Littlefield Memorial Church and all
neighbors
and friends for their many Wheaton, Byron Carter and Effle
baskets.
After
dinner
the
class
who directed "Firebrand" with Jo
acts of generosity and nelpful kindness; -n.rner
Awnings of all sizes and types, truck
seph Schildkraut and "This Is Love" prophecy was read by Maurice K. also for the beautiful floral tributes I lur“er
covers, hammock tops, boat covers,
the Illness and death of our ______
with Violet Heming; Irene Shirley Shepherd, and judging by the gales during
loved one.
canvas and waterproof duck. Rock
with whom Miss Bushnell played in of laughter some class members have Perley N. Bartlett and family. Mr. and
land Awning Co., Inc., Phone 1262-W.
Mrs. Ralph Norton and son.
•
Providence and Boston. Anna Aphee, a very rosy future. This was foi69-75
and Marjorie Clark, leading woman, lowed by the awarding of class gifts
who Is a graduate of the Leland at which Alice Oay and Stanley Oay
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Powers School of Expression. Among proved themselves good poets. SevSTEAMBOAT CO.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
the plays the company Is to present eral gifts were very fitting, espe
JUNK 20 TO SEPTEMBER IS
will be two new ones, serving as try cially that to Marion Carr. Through New, wonderful MELLO-OLO powder
Eastern Standard Time
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
outs for New York productions. out the afternoon games were played makes your skin look fresh, tempt
ing. Made by a new French process.
Vinalhaven Line
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except Many local admirers of Miss Kirk the most exciting being horseshoes. It spreads with surprising smoothness,
OTo Us Printing is more than
Sunday at 6.00 A. M. and *2.00 P. M patrick's work in theatricals will be Later the whole beach was engaged stays on longer, hides tiny lines and
just putting words into type,
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A. M and
320 P M
Returning steamer leaves on hand when the company comes ln watching Lee Thomas' mllllon- wrinkles, prevents large pores. Ugly
It ie the creation of a work of art,
Vinalhaven at 8 30 A M and 4.30 P M
dollar infield strut its stuff. The shine banished. No drawn or “pasty" be it a eimple little announcement
Arriving at Rockland 9.50 A. M. and to Thomaston.
No Irritation with purest face or an elaborate booklet. Hence
middle of the afternoon threatened look.
5 50 P M
powder known. Buy delightfully fra we take all the pride of an artist
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
Specials
for
balance
of
this
week:
rain
and
the
shower
caught
Principal
grant MELLO-GLO today. 50c and in his craft, in each job; and that
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
cept Sunday at 6 00 A M., Stonington Large, healthy chicks, 14 lor $1. Blatsdell and hls party out ln their $1.00. TAx free. Corner Drug store
ia the aecret of the superlative
6 55. North Haven 7 50; due to arrive at
Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, open boat. They landed before get and other good Drug stores.
quality of The Courier-Gazette
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
June 20*22—Annual session of United Wotton were elected trustees for a
Baptist Convention of Maine, with term of three years. The officers of
United Baptist Church, Lewiston.
June 23—Annual meeting of District the parish are: President, E. R.
18 of Rebekah Lodge at Rockland.
Veazie; clerk, Mr. Senter; treasurer,
June 24—St. John's Day.
June 24—St. John's Day exercises at E. E. Stoddard. The church holds its J
Oakland Park.
June 24—Outboard regatta at Jeffer final service for the summer on Sunson.
] day, July 2,
June 24—Maine Dental Society meets
ln Augusta.
June 25-JO Ratary International holds
A good many dollars have passed
Its world convention ln Boston
July 3—Monthly meeting of City Gov through the hands of Timothy E Mc
ernment.
Innis since he took over the tax col
July 4—Independence Day.
July 4—Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus on lector's Job In 1929. There has been
Pleasant street grounds.
committed to him for collection since
Sept 11 Special State election.

SALE OF CURTAINS

Fine Marquisette

Cottage Set

Tailored Nets

1

I

AYERS

WILLIS AYER

COAL PRICE
REDUCED

CASH

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO PUT
IN YOUR COAL FOR
NEXT WINTER

Be
More Attractive

You WiZZ

TELEPHONE 487

Rockland about 9.00 A. M. Returnng.
leaves Rockland *2.00 P M. North Haven
3 00. Stonington 4 00; due to arrive at
Ewan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
•On arrival of afternoon train from
Boston.
___
B. H STINSON
73-tX
Oeneral Agent.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Rhode Island Reds, Wyandottes'and
White Leghorns, at Stover's, Rock
land. Complete line seeds and ferti
lizers.
73-75

ting drenched. The rain set ln hard
er and it was decided to call it a day
as most of the cars had already start

ed home.

Printing.

better

111?^

72-75

I The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day
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Page Four
FRIENDSHIP

ROCKPORT

SEARSMONT

LAKEWOOD THEATRE

WEST

ROCKPORT

Prevention Is
Better Than Cure

Among the recent newlyweds are
Mr and Mrs Oeorge McKelvey. “Candle Light The Current AtiracMr. and Mrs Andreas Hartel. Jr.. Mrs. Myra Strong of Camden Is
lion—Famous Radio Stars Next Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Merrifield (Eve- j
and Miss Eleanore Hartel of West visiting her sister Mrs. Lucia D. son Cedric and daughter Myrtle of
Week
lyn Weymouth of Rockland). At
Newton, Mass., opened their summer ; shibles, Bcauchanw Point.
Hillcrest Farm, Cherry Rlvor. Quebec,
present they are living with the bride-!
| home here Priday for the season. Mr. Mr and Mrs Russell
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
and
Onc of the outstanding events in the j groom'S parents, Mr. and Mrs. Perley
I Hartel returned to West Newton Sun- and daughter Joan arrived Sundav
family. They also spent a
An opiate will dull periodic
! day.
from Mllton. Mass., and will oocupv *e<’k wlth Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge E. history of Lakewood, will be the ap Merrifield.
The church vacation school which pain. But isn’t it better to pre
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Tompkins (he E E
camp at Lake Pendexter at Mapleton. Mrs Day ac- pearance next week of the famous
vent the pain? Take Lydia E.
of Madison. N. J., have arrived here Megunticook during
summer.
companied them.-------------------------------------------------- is being held here will not meet this
Pinkham’s Tablets three or
week
owing
to
the
absence
of
the
pas

for
the
summer.
Albert
Rhodes
motored
Sunday
to
Civic
Sunday
was
observed
June
11.!
Bv Dr. ERNEST H. LINES
four days before the expected
tor
who
is
attending
the
Baptist
State
,
Eminent AulKorlt- and Chief Medical Pi.fcrer
Mrs Mildred Oinn. Miss Mary Qlnn
to
at the M. E. Church. Rev. O. G BarNr**' Yerfc Lift Inmrttct Company
! convention In Lewiston. The closing I discomfort and notice the dif
and Miss Marion Oinn of Rockland who was weekend guest of friends, nard gave an address on prohibition;
ference. If yours is a stubborn
session of the school will be held the
visited Mr. and Mrs Arthur Spear going there Saturday from Oorham Edmond Bairnard sang a solo, and:
case, you may need to take these
PLANNING YOUR VACATION
j
last
week
in
June.
The
children
from
Sunday. Ellis Spear of Warren was where she attended the alumni ban Mrs. E. C. Gallop and Mr^. Joseph
tablets regularly for a few
Rockville are uniting with those in j
also a visitor at thc Spear home.
X’ACATTONS and holidays are magic words that conjure up In our minds sll
months. Persistent use brings
quet and meeting of the Normal Bryant, a duet.
this village this year.
’ th* pleasures of travel and change, all the excitements of new plsres and
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson S. Mayo ot . School. Thev returned home Sundav
Frank Berry and friend Mr Grover !
permanent relief. Clinical tests
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lam-on are [
Strnnge faces,and all the rest and relaxation that come from temporary release
Rochester, N Y. have opened thelr nlght
of Warren were recent visitors in!
prove it.
from ihe drudgery and cares that are the lot of all of us In one way or another.
visiting their son Arthur in Pennsyi- ,
j sununer home Driftwood for the sea
No narcotics. No dizziness.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rhodes Jr., town.
But they ehould also be planned
vanla and will also spend some time No unpleasant after effects.
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bryant and j
entertained
at
dinner
Saturday
night
with an eye towards the fact that
' with other relatives in Massachusetts Just little chocolate coated tab
Mrs. Henry W Mayo and Henry W. Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Rhodes, in honor Mrs. Jess; Wentworth of Appleton
Or, if you do physical work tha
they are intended to build us up for
year round, then seek a holiday of
before returning home.
lets that bring results. New size
Mayo. Jr., of Brooklyn arrived Satur 1 of the birthday anniversary of the werc guests recently of Mr. and Mrs
the next year’s work. Too often
relaxation, and perhaps study and
Mrs. Emma V. Leach had as week- ' package—50^ at all druggists.
day at Capt. Am's.
E
C.
Gallop.
people work eo hard having a good
I tatter.
read a bit to exercise the mental
end guests Mr. and Mrs William VI- ,
Mrs Doris Holmes and sons How- j
Mr. and Mrs. E. Daniel Coogan
time that they come home all played
proceasea. Some men enjoy the quiet
A large delegation from St. Paul's
out. needing the reet they should have
nal
and daughter Miss Carleen Vinal ( LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
(Elizabeth
W.
Hartel)
arrived
In
New
solitude that eomes from fishing.
lodge. F&A.M.. and Harbor Light ard and Edgar were in Boston a few
had on their vacation.
I of Portland; also Mrs. Vlnal's mother
York Wednesday from their wedding
Travel for those who can afford it
days
last
week,
Howard
remaining
1 Chapter. O.ES., attended In a body
TABLETS
Even worse ia the idea that we
provide* an excellent means of
Mrs Kneuhne of New York.
trip to Bermuda and after spending
the 11 o'clock service at the Metho there.
must forget everything but fun and
obtaining cultural and educational
Mrs. Herbert Merrifield of Union
the weekend at Mrs. Coogans former
The Ladies' Aid will meet at the
pleasure. Of course banishing busi
dist Church Sunday. The choirs
advantages.
home in West Newton. Mass., returned
was guest Sunday of Mr and Mrs.
parsonage
every
Wednesday
after

ness worries and spending your
irom the two churches together ren
Perley Merrifield.
to their home in Hartford. Conn.
vacation in the proper mental atti
1 Get away from home if you can.
dered several selections, and Rev. noon and will be glad to see present
tude are among the first essentials to
If you can't, remember that many
Mrs. J. F. Heal attended the W. C.
The Friendship baseball team
members
and
all
those
interested
in
t P. P. Fowle, delivered a very able
get t ing t he most out of your holidays.
people can get more gpod from
played in Boothbay Harbor Sunday |
I
T.
U. county convention in Union
Arthur Allen
sermon hls subject "Masonry." Rev. the work.
But it is also wise to use s little
spending their vacations at horns
i Wednesday as a delegate from the
and were defeated 14 to 13.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Alanson
Bryant.
'
loafing than those who tire themselvea
forethought to prevent the accidents
Ci F. Currier of the Baptist Church
Capt. Orrin Burns is driving a new
ony rftdio stars Arthur Allen and Camden union
and illnesses thst can so easily spoil a
out going away.
t assisted in the service. Mrs. Orra daughter Ruth and friend were reBert ----Andrews
to
Dodge sedan.
vacation and tum a good time into
cent visitors at Bar Harbor.
Parker penn#Uy known
m,ulons --- has .been confined
.
Capt. Swansea Burns and Clayton Burns
ln cha^ of the tastefully
Whatever your vacation program
a tragedy.
M E Cobb and sons have returned Qf lisWners.ln M ..The Subbins Boys the house by “lneSS thepaSl
Simmons were In town Thursday
toorationa.
may be. don’t make it too fatiguing
Several from this village attended ,
Change and Moderation
..
Percy Upham came from Quincy, to Portland after a visit with his par of Bucksport" and as the characters
or strenuous. You should plan to
nignt.
the Rockport High School alumni
In planning your vacation, remem
ents.
Mr
Cobb's
sister-in-law.
Miss
build up a reserve of mental and
in "Snow Village." Starting next
Miss Arlene Winchenbaugh has re-, Ma«
t0 »ln
uPham
ber that in many respects "a change
Ruth Miller, will keep house for htm. Monday night thc radio celebrities banquet last Wednesday evening,
physical energy that may be called
turned
home
from
Rockland
whenah
°
h
“
'isltlng
relatives
and
is as good as a rest.” Don't spend
among them Mrs. Henry Keller. Mrs.
upon during the ensuing year. Keep
and friends are glad she can go and
your holidays like the sailor who went
will be seen at Lakewood in the world Joseph
MisJ Mary Fogler
she attended high school and is spend- frlenda ln 'o’11 for
day»- The>'
in mind that change and moderation
care for the children. Thelr mother's
boating, or the mail-carrier who took
lng the summer with her parents.
entertained Friday night at the
are the two essentials of a profitable
-------------------------- ---------------------- Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton, Mr. and
death occurred last February.
a long walk. If possible, do just the
vacation.
Mr and Mrs Francis B Wlnchen- ll0me ot
C L- Veaae
Mrs Robert Heald, Miss Dorothy
opposite from your usual round of
The village school. Mrs. Ruth E.
uaugh
|and Saturday and Sunday were
activities.
Nutt. Miss Ruth Priest.
Dow teacher, closed June 2 with a
Mr and Mrs Robert Packard and; 8ursls of
Marion Weidman.
Thi* u Ike firtl nf a aerie* nf 12
Miss Dorothy Nutt arrived home
For example, if your occupation ie
picnic at Quantabacook Lake. Those
Harry Aspey of Warren visited Mr
Work will be exemplified at the
article* on rocobone and Health.
a sedentary one demanding great
1
Monday
of last week from Indiana I
not absent nor tardy for the year:
The tetmd.onChtldren mSwnmer
expenditure of mental energy, plan a
ar.d Mrs Arthur Spear. Sunday
meeting of Harbor Light Chapter
where she has been attending cdlMadelyn
Marrlner
and
Richard
WadMonth*. will antwer the qnettiont
vacation of mild physical activity
Miss Phyllis Harrington of West thLs evening and It is urged that al:
lege.
'
lin: not absent during the spring
free from all etrain. Golf, tennis,
1. How should the child's vaca
Newton.
Mass., visited Miss Eleanore °®eers be present. The picnic supj Among the many interesting fea- ’
swimming, baseball, hiking, and
term.
Ralph
Butler.
Hester
Cushman
tion be planned?
1. Whst
Hartel over the weekend.
t P01- at 6 30 wU1 *
charge of Mrs Johnson Fenwick, Dan Landry j
simdarphysicalpursuitain moderation
tures of the county W.C.T.U. conven- 1
precautions should be taken by
Charles Grant spent the weekend Mildred Rhodes. Mrs. Wilma Rhodes
are suggested.
Don't begin too
tion in Union Wednesday wai the
children in cities?
>. What
Charles Long. Phyllis Long. Harry
vigorously. Exercise should leave a
with hls parents in Brewer.
and Mrs Gwendolyn Buzzell.
should be done before children
talk given by Mrs. Margaret Decker,
Marrlner,
Madlyn
Marrlner.
Gertrude
!
feeling of pleasant fatigue, rather
Mrs Dexter HIU and son Dexter
A service of special interest was
go to summer camps?
director of the Flower Mission and Re
Ripley, Curtis Rogers and Richard
than exhaustion, which is dangerous
returned Sunday to Newton. Mass. held at the Baptist Church Sunday
lief Department of the Camden union
Wadlin Norman Ripley won ln the
to health.
iCoemeM. i#u. t li iai
after visiting Miss Dorothy Arm- cvenin« In the absence of the pasAt the close of her remarks, in which
flower contest. There were 79 varie
strong for several days
tor- Rev. O. F. Currier. Rev. H I.
,ae wXi*'
she mentioned visits to schools, hos
ties of wild flowers listed.
Mr and Mrs. Willis Simmons and Holt was ^e speaker and from the
pitals. calls on sick and shut-ins and !
family of Portland visited hls father subject, "Involution, Evolution and
distribution of fruit, flowers. Jelly
BURKETTVILLE
Arthur Simmons, Saturday.
Solution" preached a very inspiring
etc., she presented Miss Alena Young,
Mr. and Mrs Archie Wallace mo- sermon. Mrs. Mildred Rhodes and
county president, with a beautiful
Mr and Mrs. Robert Thurston of
iooR’ OO^°t'ds MOO
l
3
1
2
4
tored Sunday to Back Cove. North Charles Marston sang a duet and
5 b 7
bouquet of cut flowers; also Mrs Etta
Rome. N Y. are guests of relatives
Waldoboro, and to Bath.
Rev. Arthur Page, read the Scdpture
Fernald, Mrs. J. F. Heal and Mrs
here.
10
ii
9
A new electric pipe organ has been esson and offered prayer.
Robert Heald of the Camden union
Mr. and Mrs George Ripley and
A""*'
-* . Io”'0 u*
Installed in the Advent Church.
The Daniel Dodges arrived Saturii 1$ i 14
with gifts for faithful service.
lb 17
• o' 'Vt G*"'V
>5
daughter of Washington are staying
Parker W. Fennellv
The Pythian Sisterhood served a day from Philadelphia and wlU ocwith Mrs. Cora Grinnell.
I________________________________
ir
J
n
ib
It
baked bean supper in K. of P hall cupy thelr cottage on Beauchamp
20
WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grinnell of
Point for the summer.
__
,
. premiere of a new mystery comedy
Friday evening.
Springfield, Mass., were weekend
. ................ '
' ___ '
Z4 i 25
2b
25
Miss Hope Bailey of Whitefield and
"Murder Island," which was written
Guy I. Waltz has been in South
guests of hls mother Mrs. Cora Grin- j
SOUTH HOPE
Miss
Marjorie
Morse
of
Wareham
by Parker W. Fennelly.
Portland, guest of Mr. and Mrs.
26
30
27
neU.
Mr Allen and Mr. Fennelly have Lynn Buckley,
Mr and Mrs E W Monkhouse of Mass, were guests Friday of J4iss
W
Miss Alice Hurd of Knox Ridge is
Ruth
Priest.
bcen granted a fortnight’s absence
Mrs. Joseph Stafford ls a surgi1
Portland are spending the month of
il
34
ii
1 visiting her sister Mrs. Nettle Grin
At the annual State O/R, :onfrom their broadcasting to come to cal patient at Knox Hospital.
June at the home of Mrs. Monknell.
ii
Lakewood for the presentation of the
Mr and Mrs J. T. Gay were Port- I
%
hcuse’s brother. Charles Dunbar.
1 vention In Bangor last week. Eknma
I Miss Oertrude Thurston has
---------..
.
-------------------------play which revolves around the land visitors last week.
Miss Bernice Payson of Boston Is L Torre>-- P«*‘deM of Pred A Her
>il
,1 iJ’ is
i9
40
wood W.R C. was elected depart^nent J1® a TOW ° Par ,cs m
1001 secrets of an old summer hotel locatMr. and Mrs. E. S. Mayo of *6»'>
at A. W. Thorndike's.
senior vice president of the National aston.
ed
on
the
coast
of
Maine.
Rochester.
N. Y.. were in town Fri- .
4i
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins and
44 1 45
Work has begun on the road neat
i 43
Woman's Relief Corps and Mrs
“Candle Light," the amusing com day. enroute to thelr summer camo
family were in South Liberty Sun
Cacilda Cain was appointed alter- Walker's Corner, under the super edy by P G. Wodehouse, in which at Martin's Point.
50
47
4$
4b
day,
nate-at-large to the National Con vision of Mr. Reynolds.
Edith Barrett is appearing as guest
Loring Crowell of Wolfeboro. N. H ,
YW)
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
W.
Heath
were
Miss Catherine Thurston recently
54
55
vention at St. Paul, Minn. Another
star, continues at Lakewpod for the is visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs.
51
51
Rockland visitors Thursday of last
visited
her
sister
Mrs.
Mayo
In
honor came to the local Corps
balance of the week. There will be no W. H. Crowell.
week.
57
59
5b
55
58
through the election of Mrs. Lillian Thomaston and accompanied the public matinee Saturday this week.
St. John's Dav will be observed
Mrs. oertrude Payson is ln Rock
family on a trip to Orono.
Lincoln
of
Camden
as
State
depart

There
will
be
a
special
holiday
by
Ring Solomon s Lodge next Sunb' |
feo
bl
land at the home of E. C. Davis.
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Townes and
DAY |
ment president of the Ladies of the
matinee at Lakewood Theatre on the day mOrning at the Methodist
Robert Payson and friend of Port
G.A.R.. as Mrs. Lincoln is also a son Edwin of Newport were wee end afternoon of July 4 the attraction be- church. Rev. A. G. Davis will dgb2>
land were in town the past week.
latest Broadway Uwr
Krmon All Masons arc re-[
member of the Fred A. Norwood vlsltors at Mr Irelands, Edwin rer
Mrs. Mary Kurtz. Mrs. Flora
success, the comedy "A Saturday quested to meet at the haU at 10
J
. Corps. June 30 this Corps will cele- mainlng for a visit.
Bishop and Mrs. Margaret Foster of
,.
....
.
. ..
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
Nelson Calderwood is werking with Night "
,
... ..
.
. brate the 50th anniversary of the
51- Advertisements
17-Worthless leavings
1-Transmit
Winthrop were recently guests ol
his truck at Waldoboro.
oc,oc •
_ _
loundlng of the National Relief
(abbr.)
19-A single voice
E-Edge
.. .
. .!
-----------------Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sprague iLuEvelyn Vining.
52- A torch
21-Alienatee the
9-Stain
Corps. A special program will be
r
ei.a
mer ■»> ene. ne
TENANT'S HARBOR
cllle Benner) and daughter of PortMrs. H. A. Hart is a patient at
11- Calm
54-Sailor (Colloq.)
affection of
the last two meetings of the Farm
,
given and refreshments served.
THINK OF IT! Only $2.50
_
,
..
------1
land are guests of Mr. and' Mrs.
5E-Recording Secretary 22-Dispatched
12- An English coin
Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Leon Young and sons Brad- Burrau. Mav 26. "Dressing of the
James
Smith
and
Lermond
Smith
Roscoe
L.
Benner.
(abbr.)
24-0 rder
(abbr.)
a day single .... and $4.00
Mr. and Mrs. P D. Starrett, Mr
! lord and Thomas and William Ch,‘drfn' w«s the subject, in charge af West Somerville. Mass, arrived Mr. and Mrs P A.Levensaler. who i
26-Twisting
56- Rent
14- Kind of rubber
double for this smart centrally
anud Mrs. Leland Philbrook and fam
57- Employe
28-Peeps
15- Grade
J"'rCrCf>K- overa n.ot ers gaturday to spend the summer with bave heen at their summercamp. |
Hutchins of Matinicus. Mrs. Gran- Z .\i
59- Father
ily and Mr. and Mrs. W. H Robinson,
18-ltalian river
30-Hearts
located hotel.
ville Bouden and Mrs. Albert West of ®c<sl°es the members were present ^helr grandmother, Mrs Emma M Back Cove, for several weeks, have
60-Wandere
32-Combining form.
18-A dance
all of Warren were callers Sunday
StocktonSprings were guests Sunday and rcce^ved instructions and cut Torrey,
81-A stockade in
20-Reclaima
Outside
returned to South Eliot.
on Evelyn Vining.
Rueaia
34-A period of time
22- A title
of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes.
patterns. June 13 the meeting was
Mr and Mrs. William Riley and J Miss Dorothy Muir is here to pass j
Mr and Mrs. Clifford Overlock and
63- Mimieked
(abbr.)
23- A small particle
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Upham re- ;in char«e of Mrs Leila
sub- daughter of West Somerville, Mass., j the summer recess with her father.'
2E-An effeminate boy 64- Bang
36- Makes light by
but what rooms they are I
Mrs. Marilla Copeland of Warren
turned Sunday afternoon to Quincy, t i'*1 "Pressing at Home."
Mrs spent the holiday with relatives at rpv William Muir.
fermentation
26- Canvas shelter
were
visitors
at
D.
C.
Hemenway's
'7
'
~
_
._..
i
«„.
i
„
«ii
an
a^zi
VERTICAL
27- To lap again
37- Leaders
.i.nrf n.mainin.
Mafs- accompanied by Mtss Arline Tl,rner had p.eviouslv attended the Wiley's Corner.
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
Mrs. Verna Little has returned
Sunday. Mrs. Copeland remaining for
38- Organs of hearing
29- Pronoun
Ingraham who will visit relatives ln lra*nin& class in Rockland and was
Mrs. Fern Rice and son Richard of from Portland.
1- Secretary of State 40- Plunder
privatebath, shower, radio, circu
30- Fruit of the pine
a visit.
Boston.
taught methods of pressing on
(abbr.)
41- Narrow leather
(pl.)
Massachusetts are in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glidden arc
lating ice water and many other
2- Empire (abbr.)
strip
31- One who receives a
Misses Katherine and Frances eoats. suits, pants, etc., which she
|| features you'll be happy about.
Mrs Nannie Wheeler and brother in Shelbourne Falls. Mass.
3-Cloee by
42- Blemish
gift
j
very
instructively
demonstrated
at
;
1
Shepherd of Winthrop, Mass, are
The Lions Club at Its last meef‘
Frank Watts of Cambridge, Mass., are
4- Venturee
44-Follow
33-Frequented places
visiting their aunt, Minnie P. Shep I the mecting. A dinner of sand
5- Radiant
46-Girl's name
3E-Card term (pl.)
spending a few weeks at their home ing enjoyed an outing at the summer
wiches.
vegetables,
salad,
fruit
salad
|
6- A rodent (pl.)
herd at Shpherd Place.
48- Made a mistake
37-Encourage
camp of 8. H. Weston. Mrdomajs..
on Watts avenue.
7- Freeze
49- Examines
39-Covers the roof of
Mr and Mrs. Fitz Reiner of the and cakes was served by the dinner t
j 8-Pronoun
52- A sheltered inlet
42- Rests
Mrs. F. W. Barton arrived home last Eighteen members attended and
committee.
The
next
meeting
is
to
I
Curtis Institute of Music have ar
53- A river duck
10- Plural of radius
43- Time of life
lobsters and clams were thc chief j
rived here for the summer and are be held at Florence Calderwood's j weck from Knox Hospital where she Items on the menu. Out door sports
56-Summit
11- One who presses
45-Covers with soot
recently
underwent
a
surgical
opera
58-Mineral spring
12- To box
47- Attention
occupying the Wee Housle on Beau June 20. with Miss Lawrence ln
were also on the program.
60-Egyptian sun-god
13- Despised
48- Occasion
charge of subject for the second- tion.
champ street.
62-Pr;nter’s measure
51st STREET
16-Waste away
50-Girl’s name
Ernest Oreen of Northport was a
time “Dressing of the Children."
Nobody ls bold enough to prophesy
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
caller Friday on Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
I what will happen If an Orangeman
WASHINGTON
Wheeler.
i
NORTH WALDOBORO
ROY MOUITON
wins a capital prize in that Irljh
Execuhve Vice-Pres. and Managing Dir.
Mrs.
Emma
Dunn
of
Isles
of
Sweepstakes
game.
—
Boston
TrahTwelve iiiembtrs of Fond-du-lac
WRITE
FOR DESCRIPTIVE
IO QUIT
Grace Hart who has employment
Shoals coast guard station is making : script.
Chapter, O.EB , attended a meeting
in Barre. Mass., passed the weekend
a brief visit with Mrs. Alice Murphy. 1
of Gi ace Chapter at Thomaston, June
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. LexMr and Mrs. Fred Wall of New
14
There
were
several
chapters
rep

ton Mank.
York are spffiending the summer at1
resented
and
a
banquet
was
enjoyed.
North
Station
Frank Creamer of Medford, Mass,
! their cottage on the Wallston road
The Ladies' Ouild met June 13 at
was a caller in this place Friday
BOSTON
Mr. and Mrs. Herschal Henderson
the
Masonic
dining
room.
The
Guild
The annual school reunion will be I
, lEurvdice Sturtevant) of Hebron re
is already making plans for the an
held in Maple Grange hall June 28.
cently called on Mrs. Harriet Wheeler.
nual sale which will be held early in
Everybody welcome.
Mrs Henderson and Mrs. Whee'er
August.
ROOMS
Several persons in this community
were classmates at Hebron Academy
Mrs Ralph Calkins who has been
attended the depositors’ meeting of
With BATH
ill
with
flu
is
reported
as
very
much
the Medomak National Bank ln Wal
BEACON S'lkhfc l
BOSTON, MASS.
improved.
(
SOMERVILLE
doboro Friday evening.
Miss Marcia Hatch, a teacher at
The generous citizen may soon oc
J. A. Burnheimer is making repairs
Old Orchard, is at home with hcr
Mrs. Arthur M. Light
asked to contribute a stray dime to on his house.
parents, Mr. and Mrs W. F. Hatch
the poor bootlegger.—Indianapolis
Hazel Bell, 37, wife of Arthur M
EXTRA KRSON
on Bene-,
for the summer.
; Light, died June 7 at the Augusta J
Star.
CLARK ISLAND
Nazi to tha
Miss Frances Crooker spent Wed
General Hospital from rheumatic
, Houaa
«i.V :=='
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM , fever. Besides her husband shc leaves
nesday night, also the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Carleson and
her mother Mrs Nellie Crooker. Miss
j family have moved here from Lx>ng
1 eight children. Frederick, Emma.
Crooker's school in Nobleboro will
Cove and are occupying the Seymour
Evelyn, Virginia. George, Phyllis,
Ixecutlve Office
close June 23 for the summer recess.
Arthur, Jr., and Beverly. Funeral
HOTEL MANOIR
Fuller house.
Bert js writing a letter to hit
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial,
NORTH STATION, BOSTON
services were held at the home Friday
Mrs. Myrtle Carver of Vinalhaven , Aunt Mary thanking her for the
and shopping centers.
ft«ai« i«nd-------- *«ogi,lll«» Cnrdi
afternoon. Carroll Tripp, minister ol
nice Christmas present shc sent
Since 1840 this firm has faitnm'iv is guest of Mrs. Charles Simpson.
Turn That Vacant Room
lor utt by friend* *od
the Gospel, from Jefferson, officiat
served the families of Knox County
Kempster Hawkins of Long Cove him. It was something Bert had
obligation.
Into Cash With a
ing. who spoke from Psalm 23. and F.
LADY ATTENDANT
has moved into the William Harrison wanted a long time, and if you
want to know what it was, join
NurnuE. Moody of Windsor in charge. In
Day Telephone 450—711-1
Rooms without bath, *7J(X)up; with bath, ^3.00 up
house here.
“To Rent” Advertisement
all the numbered dots together,
terment was in Razorville cemetery.
Slr«MThe Scotch boys of Tenant's Har starting with dot number one
Complete Resraurant and Cafeteria Service
in
The
Courier-Gazette
BURPEE’S
Sincere sympathy is extended the sor
bor are to give a concert here June and ending with do number
Clly Telephone
770
BOCKLAND, MX.
rowing family in their great loss.
forty-three.
’♦
23. at C. L. U. hall.
■
.. . t1
—. . .■
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men and others whose industry sup
HOPE
NORTH HAVEN
VINALHAVEN
plied the free lunch counters and
Irving Keene and friend' of Mass
Miss Elda Lermond who has been
Don’t forget
The alumni banquet will be held
Rockland Doffs the Gloves toothpick holders.
teaching at the Rockland High achusetts were wcekend guests of hls
Heinz, the pickleman. These indus June 30 in Union Church vestry.
To Force North Havenite
School returned to her home here uncle, Howard Coose.
tries have gone to other nations, and
In the White school, sub primary,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen visited
Friday for the summer.
Into the Ropes
the millions thus sidetracked1 come grades one and two, Dorothy Cassie
his
parents Mr. and Mrs. A. P. AUen,
teacher,
these
pupils
were
not
tardy
E. Russell Davis and son Stephen
back to us in the form of payments
Editor of Thc Courier-Gazette:—
of South Lincoln, Mass., were guests Sunday.
on the war debt. (Not). My eye! or absent during spring term: Stuart
Mr. and Mrs. A. P Allen were in
As Mr. Snow has doffed the gloves, How the foreign nations have gained Davis, Frank Hamilton, LuciUe Bruce,
of Mr. and Mrs O. D. Lermond Sun
Bangor last Tuesday.
Linda Burgess, Madeline Newbold,
I do likewise.
day and Monday.
from prohibition ln this country!
Charles Robinson of Massachusetts
• • • •*
Marjorie Smith, Marion White, Ma
My statements may be antique,
Joseph Kirk, buyer for the Robert
has been a recent guest of his daugh
but I am not an authority on an
Men who never drank in the old rion Oakes, Edwin Morton, Eva Amiro, |
M. Pitt Co., of Boston was here last
ter Mrs. C. A. Dunton.
tiques so I yield the palm to Mr. days make and drink liquor now. Carolyn Calder, Barbara Mills, Car
Tuesday and bought wool from the ,
Mr. and Mrs. W C. Wellman, Mrs.
lene
Young,
Ruth
Kittredge,
Oris
Snow. As far as I know, the whole I says Mr. Snow. ’Tis sad to reflect
, people here who have herds of sheep i
Eleanor Payson and Mr. and Mrs. C
liquor question dates back into an-1 on the embryo Neal Dows and Pian- Norwood. Alton Oakes. Not absent j
and have been keeping tire wool for
C. Childs and family were visitors
tiqulty. However antique a state- ces Willards nipped ln the bud by one-half day during entire year: Stu- |
. the past four years on account«of low
Saturday at R E Ludwig's.
ment may be, the truth may not be the passage of the 18th Amendment. art Davis, Marjorie Smith, and David.
' prices. John Crockett, Emery J. ,
,.
j
..
.
i
Miss Wilma True is at homc from
Mr. onow
Snow nunsen
himself uHiuigcs
indulges |j It would seem that many people are j Duncan. Stuart Davis made the best,
lacking. Mr.
i Wooster and Mr. Kirk startili to
. _
.
. I Perkins Institute.
record by being tardy only once, and
in a few bewhlskered platitudes drinking through spite,
pack the wool Tuesday noon and
Miss Mary Bills and her mother
written ln the days when they had i I suspect the dandelion blossoms having perfect attendance.
with part time help of Harvey Cal- [
Mrs.
Addie Bills are at their home
Miss
Edith
Nickerson
left
Friday
for
nothing but wine to drink. The ' mentioned by Mr. Snow will be made
derwcod, Harry Crockett and Leslie ]
here for the summer.
North Haven where she has employ
modern version might be: "Take a , into wine.
Ladd they finished the packing of i
Miss Gertrude Hardy has completed
little Bacardi for the stomach's J Mr. Snow is much irked by my ment at Haven’s Inn.
96 bags (16,000 pounds) Friday fore- i
her year's work at Castine Normal
Miss Lillian Coombs is in Portland '
ache,” "Loak not upon the beer “old gag” — also true gag — about
noon. It was shipped through to
School and returned to her home here
poisonous liquor. If there is any where she has employment.
containing more than .5 per cent."
Boston leaving here that day on the
for the vacation.
Nathalie
Smith,
accompanied
by
j
Mr. Snow's "friend” found In alcohol non-poisonous it is new to
Westport.
Rockland one place which sold chemistry. Alcohol is pronounced a her mother Mrs. W. Adelbert Smith,
Irving Stone and Lena Gillchrist Music for both was furnished by
liquor he could recommend, which habit forming narcotic by every returned Saturday from Rockland,
were married Saturday at Vinalha Kirk's Orchestra of Thomaston.
Left
to
Right
—
Bark
Row,
Standing
:
Dorothy
Asiaia,
Enna
Vinal,
Erne
at
Oonway,
Wendell
Coombs,
Richard
shows what diligence and a nose for reputable physician, and is pre- where she recently underwent an op
ven by Rev. N. F. Atwood. They
Tlie graduates and undergraduates
liquor may accomplish. I have scribed in thc same manner as all eration for appendicitis at Knox j Healey, Walter Staples, Walter Lyford, Clyde Bickford, William Clayter, Helen Erickson
came to North Haven after the cere were marshalled in by E Iston Bev
Front
Row
—
Sitting:
Ellen
Georges
un,
Erdine
Calderwood,
Audrey
Ames,
Grace
Robinson,
All
hca
Small.
"sampled" the world over, and have narcotics. Doctors don't tell people Hospital.
mony and are housekeeping in one erage; Edna Waterman, salutatorian,
Victor Shields returned Thursday | Josephine Sanborn, Virginia Wlnslo if, Dora Wadsworth.
yet to find the liquor I would rec to buy a quart and get drunk.
of Mrs. Walker Ames' cottages. Con took the class motto as the subject
from North Weymouth, Mass., where
. ....
,
...
_
ommend. Such a dearth of "good" Quite the contrary.
gratulations!
of her essay: "The Ropes of the Past
liquor in Rockland speaks well for
About the press reports on seiz he was guest of his sister Mrs. Edwin , excellent. The bequests to the under- fleeted much credit upon herself as Ames. Virginia Winslow, Walter Ly
Mrs. Felin, son Charles, and Ring thc Bells of the Future;" Don
ford.
Ellen
Georgeson,
Dora
Wads

Maddocks.
graduates
were
hits
that
received
she
said
good-bye
to
classmates,
Papers broadcast that of
enforcement. The other stuff is not ures.
Mrs. Sada Robbins attended com-1 much laughter.
schoolmates and teachers. Diplomas worth, Richard Healey, Ernest Con mother Mrs. Sheppard of Philadel ald Witherspoon who had the honor
which they have proof. I suppose
"licker.”
phia came Saturday and have leased essay spoke on "Calvin Coolidge;"
mencement
exercises
at
Rockland
Presentation
of
gifts,
which
is
alwere presented by L. B. Dyer, followed way, Dorothy Asiaia.
any newspaper editor might print:
Vinalhaven is proud of its excep- lor thc summer the old Cooper Place Edythe Cooper related the history
High School Thursday. Her grand- ways pleasing, was assigned Erdine by the singing of the class ode and
Let's get down to brass tacks. I “ten thousand cases were landed
ol the class during the four years ln
nephew Kenneth Dailey was a gradu- [ Calderwood, who bestowed the Joke benediction by Rev. Mr. Atwood All t'orallv brilliant tcam whirh won at the Little Thoroughfare
get my knowledge of liquor and its i last night on Long Island." Would
Miss
Buzzell
and
Miss
Nye
have
j
H1«h Sch00‘ and aUo Presented gifts
ate.
gifts with appropriate rhymes and dis- parts were well taken and of unusual every game. Won the pennant for
various aspects, from experience. 11 that be news?
Miss Elizabeth Pease has returned played a fine sense of humor which merit. The exercises were followed by Hirer consecutive years and as cham returned to thelr homes for the sum- t0 the ,hrec other graduates and
do not have to read anything, be it
Mr. Snow's hoary anecdote about from a visit of several weeks with | was most pleasing. This was followed a grand ball with music by the Mid
Edna Calderwood tn turn presented
pions deserve honorable mention as
by Mrs. Ella Boole or Nick M Butler, the train episode I have heard (with
her with a gift; Ivaloo Brown, vale
relatives in Boston and vicinity.
i by Helen Erickson coming forward nighters’ orchestra.
the eraek team. Special mention
Dr. Louis Banks and daughter Vir
to form my opinion.
, variations). The fast work of the
More than 30 from this town at- and presenting a gift to Miss CalderThe class roll: Grace L. Robinson, rhould be made of our team’s bat- ginia of Walpole, Mass., were guests dictorian, took “Birds" for her sub
I was brought up ln the family; officers is impressive. Officers and
tended graduation of the class of 1933 . wood with amusing rhyme. Dorothy Erdine U. Calderwood, Wendell R t'.v, with Middleton as pitcher and Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Ler ject, after which she was presented
of a Boston saloon keeper and for, victims arrive in Augusta on the at North Haven Friday night
with a lovely bouquet of roses. Supt.
; Asiaia was valedictorian of the class Coombs. Althea F Small, Helen L. Baum as catcher and of thr splendid mond.
28 ycars I dwelt in the tents of thc | same train. The victims go to a
E. A. Smalley presented the diplomas
Mr. and Mrs.. E. M HaU were in | and delivered a well written essay, Erickson, Clyde Bickford. Enna J. VI- work of the whole team. They
• • V •
and C. S. Staples offered prayer ln
wets. No man can erase the impres drug store and buy the same liquor Rockiand Saturday.
whch showed she merited the honor nal, Walter Staples, Josephine M. San- plaved first class ball from start to
Mrs. William Dole has rather an the absence of Rev. H. F. Huse.
sions created by the business as I they lost on the train. Mr. Snow
Nearly all grade schools enjoyed conferred upon her. Her address re- born, William Clayter, Audrey E. finish.
odd plant dish in her yard. It is one
Thc stage was trimmed attractively
saw lt and felt lt. I may be a lit asks me how the druggist got that picnics Friday.
—.................
section of a whale's backbone which with greens and flowers, a bank of
tle off on the Heaven theory, but 1 liquor. According to my "Joggerfry”
Winslow Gross of Vinalhaven and
she has good reason to believe is well green at the back with the figures
know what a hell on earth licensed he got it by radio. It's a good yarn, Etta Wilcox of Sanford were united
over 100 years old. Her uncle Dura '1933" and two bells and a rope made
invented
by
some
traveling
salesman.
bar rooms create.
in marriage June 6,'at thc West End
El own, who if living would be 112 of flowers in the class colors, rose
And with all due respect for what Truth content: 3.2 per cent.
Hotel, Portland, by the pastor of the
yrars old, said his mother used it as end silver gray, on the green, and
Mr. Snow mav have seen in wet and 1
Baptist Church of that city.
a
base for her swifts’ (a reel to I
o[ [lowers placed around
dry States, my opinion of the com- ‘ A great many men who aic not
The Two O'clock Club spent the
wind yarn fromi and It had been in | ,hp sUge formlnK a very prctty
parative value of prohibition or li- j -vwtllers. pride themselves on look- weekend at Camp Merrie Macs. Shore
the family as long as hc could re- I tln,.
cense is all ln favor of the former lng «» situation square’y in thc Acres.
member. Mrs. Dole's ancestors were ■
____________
I have seen the same conditions de- | f*ce. I tco have been looking it
Mrs. Irving Wood of Belfast w’as
whale fishermen and she presumes
CYRUS 11. K. CURTIS
scribed by Mr. Snow in all parts of squarely in the face, and blimey if the recent guest of her sister, Mrs.
that her grandfather or some other
Lines of H F Huse, North Haven, read
the country. But I place the blame . it don't look like the ugly mug of George Geary.
member of his family got the whale by the toast-master. Dr Henry S Brad
on the appetite that makes the ■ old John Barleycorn.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wandless were
ley.
dinner to Mr.
that tt came from on one of their Curtisat bythethetestimonial
citizens of Portland, ln
A woman once told me I knew down from Boston making a weekend
liquor traffic a possibility. This stuff
the
City
HaU.
August
1827
many expeditions. It is a unique
does not Jump off the shelves and ' not the evils of prohibition,
visit at Rockaway Inn and enjoying
Philanthropist and princely man.
sight as lt sits by the side of the
Our honored guest today;
down people's throats unless they thought me dead on my feet.
greetings by long-time friends. They |
The debt to him for deeds well done
house partly covered by moss and a
We never can repay
want it. And the same people who write me as one who knows the eviis left Monday, homeward bound, Mr
plant growing from the center of lt.
whine because they "can't get a of a licensed bar room, of red lights, Wandless calling enroute upon his j
Example
he of Industry,
Rev. L. G. Perry of Rockland who
What patient toll can do;
glass of beer without being a crimi politics involved, and who considers extensive list of customers. These ‘
was to have substituted here Sunday
When Intellect and vision clear
visits are always welcomed at Vinal
nal;" would hem and haw if their the system a personal enemy.
Ambition s alms endue.
for Rev. H. F. Huse who is away on a
Mr.
Snow
has
said
my
statements
haven which was for many years the
minister saw them come out of a
Exponent
of the finer things
short vacation, was unable to do so.
That mark the cultured mind;
home of Mrs. Wandless.
legalized saloon. The sen-sen manu are far from right.
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald came and
In all he seeks. In all he does.
I will make cne more statement
facturers got rich from this class Vif
He builds for all mankind
preached two very interesting and in
Alcohol
always was. and always will
Stone-Gilchrist *
hypocrites.
spiring sermons. Everyone was sorry
A native of our Pine Stree State,
be, a great artificial curse on man
Cherish we with pride hla name;
• • • •
At Union Church parsonage Satur- J
not to hear Mr. Perry but glad he
Whose character and noble deeds
Unlike Mr. Snow. I have never kind. It is an unnecessary evil. No day afternoon, Irving Stone of North ’
To each bring lasting fame.
sent such an able and pleasing sub
been ln towns with a “bar room on amount of legislation can palliate Haven and Lena Gilchrist of this 1
stitute as Mrs. McDonald.
Turn That Vacant Room
every corner, and seen only two its effect on society. It canr.ot be town were united in marriage by Rev.
drunks all winter.” I rifever passed controlled through legislation, either N F. Atwood. Thc bridal couple were
Class of 1933 Exercises
Into Cash With •
out so early in the game. Mr. Show- wet or dry. To be dealt with it attended by Mr. and Mrs. John Ler Left to Right—Front Row-, Sitting: Wahlman, Snow, Patrirk Coach, Coombs Captain, Clayter Manager,
Graduation exercises for the Class “To Rent” Advertisement
mond of North Haven. Mrs. Lermond
wants nw to account for lt. It's up must be removed.
Baum Catcher, Bickford
of 1933, High School, were held at
in The Courier-Gazette
And the reason enforcement has being a sister of the groom. The bride Left to Right—Bark Row, Standing:
to him, according to my "joggerfry."
Torfaon, Young, Lyford, Staples. Teel, Middleton Pitcher, Gilchrist, ; the church Friday evening, a dance
failed
ls
because
a
certain
class
of
Telephone 770
is one of Vinalhaven’s popular young
It's his statement. I have a sus
Woodcock, Arey
i at Calderwood's hall following
people,
lacking
common-sense,
seek
W
cmeri,
a
graduate
of
Vinalhaven
High
picion that Mr. Snow has become
entangled with the Eistetn theory to improve on the Creator's handi School, class of '30. She is the daugh
and the fourth dimension in hls work by adding to thetr senses a ter of Mrs. Jeanie Gilchrist and the
forty-six billion balloon. Or is it condition known as a “kick" by the late John Gilchrist and for the past I
use of alcohol. Nature has left many three years has been employed at
the war debt?
Sez Mr. Snow: "See all the poor an unfinished attic in the craniums i North Haven. After the ceremony a
men thrown out of work by prohi of mankind, to be filled with bocze ' wedding lunch was served at the home [
and other nonsense.
of the bride's mother, after which the j
bition!”
The
attitude
of
the
country
indi

bridal party left for North Haven,
Sez I: “How about the millions of
men thrown out of work by booze?" cates the babv has howled long and where Mr. and Mrs. 6tone will make
Mr. Snow: "Sec the depreciation lustily for his bottle and has their homc
wakened the house. "Give it to 'lm. j
ii. the property of the brewers."
Who
were
traitors
to
the
802
they' and 1 'op* 'e gcts the
Eighteen Receive Diplomas
Myself:
bloomin'
colic."
Commencement
exercises of thc I
country during the war?”
L. P. Newbert.
diass of 1933, Vinalhaven High School. I
A Mitchell Palmer and Congress
took place Thursday evening in Me- I
said: "The brewers.” Look it up.
Second-car Salesman (on trial morial hall and it was universally j
And Mr. Snow has a few tears for
ground)—“This car is sound in every pronounced by the large audience as j
the ' sardinlsts. fishermen, lumberpart."
one of the best ever. The hall was
A CERTIFIED INTERVIEW WITH LOUIS ABRAMS, 2529 EUCLID BOULEVARD, CLEVELAND, OHIO
Prospective Buyer—“So I hear."— I festooned with the class colors of blue
10 PEOPLE OUT OF EVERY
Montreal Star.
and silver, and the platform artistic
100 HAVE STOMACH ULCER
ally arranged with evergreen and cut
Acidity, indigestion, heartburn, sour
Optimists say that the earthquake
flowers, above which was suspended
stomach often lead to ulcers. Don't i was California's own exuberant way
ruin your stomach. Counteract these j of trying to get thc banks open a little the motto: "Out of School Life Into
Life's School." At 7 o'clock the marconditions with Dr. Emil's Adla Tab- 5 .
. ,
leU. C. H. Moor & Company. Drug- ahead °f
rest of the country - dial, Allen Middleton, ushered in the j
glsig,
j New York Times.
undergraduates, Supt. E. A. Smalley.
Principal S B. Hopkins,' assistants]
Mildred Hopkins and Gwendoline
Greene, and members of thc school1
board.
The graduating class, 18 in number j
HANK YOU, Mr. Abrams! We wish every
"We're old Plymouth users, so that
entered from either side of the stage
"We looked at several higher-priced **I found tbe Standard Plymouth actually
car buyer would buy as you did . . . after ac
Plymouth ad was interesting news."
cars, then went to see the Plymouth." out-performed other more costly cars."
to their seats at thc rear of the plat
We cater to the working man, who realizes thc value
tually driving all three low-priced cars.
form. The march was played by Neil
and importance of a reliable dental service, yet must
Calderwood. Class parts were inter- j
That kind of test shows you how much smoother
be governed by the limits of his income. We can
spersed with musical numbers by j
patented Floating Power engine mountings make
“The Midnlghters" orchestra. The
save you money on your dental bills.
a car! It gives you a chance to compare comfort
girls dressed In various colors, wear... and room . . . and driving ease.
ing the class flower, American Beauty
Your Choice
Examination
Gas-Oxygen
There are a lot of things to talk about in the
roses, the boys in white flannel trous
and Novo-Caln
Kecollte, Vydon,
and
Standard
Plymouth. Safety-steel bodies . . , 70for Painless
or Ro»i£?n Plates
ers and dark blue coats with bouton
Estimate
horsepower L-head engine .. . hydraulic brakes
Filling
niere
of
American
Beauty
buds
made
Gladly Given
$30
A Specialty
. .. big, roomy bodies. The fact that it’s a six at
an attractive picture long to be re
thc price of a four.
membered.
The
program
opened
with
invoca

What we want you to do is see Jor yourselj! A
Pa’nless
TEETH
Fillings
up
tion by Rev. N. F. Atwood. The salu
demonstration costs nothing. Won’t you ask your
Extractions
A Good Set of
(leaning
up
tatory by Ellen Georgeson, extended
Novo-Caln
<Jj|
dealer to give you a ride in a Standard Plymouth ?
upper or lower
! cordial greetings and was well written
Brldgework
Gas-Oxygen
$£
$15.00
j and delivered. The prophecy caused
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST
much merriment as the future of her
Standard Plymouth Six with Floating Power engine
PLATE REPAIR SBRVICE IN THREE HOURS
mountings, Duplate Safety Plate Glass optional. 2-door
classmates was foretold by Althea F.
sedan, $465; 4-door sedan, $510; rumble seat coupe,
Small. The piano solo by Helen Erlck$485; business coupe, $445. All prices F. O. B. Factory,
! son was finely rendered and much en
Detroit, and subject to change without notice.
joyed by the large audience. The his
•
torian of the class. Grace L Robinson, j
SEE PLYMOUTH AT CHRYSLER MOTORS BUILDING,
359 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 1 097-W
"When I stacked it up against its competitors, I figured I'd get a lot more fun... and value... hy sticking to Plymouth.
gave an interesting account of the1
CHICAOO CENTURY OF PROGRESS
Mrs. Abrams voted for a Standard Plymouth, too... So now we’ve got our fifth Plymouth in the Abrams garage!"
OVER PALMER'S JEWELRY STORE
{ four years' happenings. It was un
HOURS: 8 A. M. to 6 P. M. Saturday, 8 A. M. to 8 P. M.
usual and amusing. To Josephine M.
AND UP F.O.B. FACTORY, DETROIT • SOLD BY
| Sanborn was assigned the class will,
Evenings By Appointment
j Her disposition of the many real
70-lt
DODGE, DE SOTO A CHRYSLER DEALERS
1 and intangible assets of the class was
' 1 1

NEWBERT VS. SNOW

Im DRIVINCy^wzir^^^gj^^i^/

/"\ SIX CYLINDER 4 DOOR SEDAN

*‘I Figured I’d Get More Fun,

More Value from Plymouth.”

Dental Service

T

Dr. Dana S. Newman

N EW PLYMOUTH SIX <445

h .lilf.!ill..ll[.m..l'..lii..iH..‘!i..’|i. l.lH:!,l-lil,."ll.!H.j»lt .'1'U.. .. U.U-t
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THOMASTON

Knox-Little and his officers on board
____
H. M. S. Danae in Rockland Harbor,
Friends of Mrs. Emma McLeod and at a dance in the evening in the
• Emma Tucker, formerly of Thomas- armory of Battery E. 240th C.A.C.
ton) have received invitations to the I During the week the following acmarriage of her daughter, Miss Doro- tivities will take place in the parish
thy Beatrice McLeod, to Dr Leonard ■ Of st. John Baptist: Tuesday, 7.15 I
Clark Newton at Saint John's Church, j p m choir practice in the parish hall.
Richmond, England, on July 8.
[ There will also be a meeting of St
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Price of West 1 jchn Baptist Ouild at 7.30 p. m. at
Roxbury, Mass., weekend guests of ’ the home of Miss Helen Carr. A i
Mrs. Price's mother Mrs. Scott Young, good attendance is expected. Wedand sister Miss Margaret Young, have nesday, if fair there will be a picnic
returned home.
lor the members of the church
Master Payson George left Monday school. Meet at the church at 10
for Portland to visit his cousin Mrs. o'clock, take lunches and old clothes.
Herbert Barnard. This is Payson’s In the evening there is to be a meet
first visit without his parents.
ing of the men of the parish at the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mayo and church at 7 p. m. Thursday, the la
daughter of Southwest Hartor are dies cf the parish will serve supper in
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander t|je p-jj-jcij hull at 6 p. m„ 35c plate.
MayoI Friday Litany and Intercessions at
The Beta Alpha Club will hold a 7 p m
st Joh„ Bapti5t.s
picnic supper Priday at the cottage! Day
by a specia,
of Mrs. Pred Davis, Coopers Beach , C€lebratjon of St. John Baptist
Members please take bowls and cups. Eueharist at 9 a m
Any desiring transportation, or hav- I
ing transportation to offer, call Miss
Mr and Mrs Clarence Benner of
Elizabeth Washburn.
Lynn, Mass., were in town Sunday.
Mrs. Minnie Clark and son Edward
The Baptist choir rehearsal will be
of Charleston, and Mrs. Alma Welch
, held in the auditorium Wednesday
and son Robert of Sumter, S. C„ are
, evening instead of Tuesday evening.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Clark.
Miss Ann Dickey of Marlboro.
Water street.
Mass.,
and Miss Lucille Mauro of
Miss Ruth Copeland of Priendsh'p i
. ...
.her aunt . Mrs. Alethea
.. „ Hartford, Conn., are visiting• at the
ls visiting
____ .__
|I home of
Thompson.
, _Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark
....
Frank French of Montreal who has
Misses Alice and Margaret Pelt ot bwn vlsltln» his father for a few
New York city arrived home Sunday
is returning home this Tuesday.
to spend their vacation.
Rev and Mrs Alfrcd W Newcombe
Mrs. Cora Currier and Mr. and Mrs of Galesburg. IU.. are to spend six
Charles Smith were callers Sunday on
in Washington. D. C. Mr. New- ’
Mr and Mrs. Alonzo Spalding. Holi- combe has t0 Pr‘‘Par1, himsclf for anday Beach
*
other lP°siUon at Knox College.
‘ Miss Nellie Gardiner, matron at I Cards have been receivtd >*re an'
Castine Normal School, is the sum- j nouncin» the
Elliot Hill
mer guest of her sister Mrs. George Ncwcombe of Charlotte. N. C.. to Miss
Cross. Her return was made Sunday
Duke Lyon °f Durham, N. C
with Mr. and Mrs. George H. Gardi- | on June 14
Newcombe is the
ner of Warren and George Cross ot youn««st “n of the lale Arthur Ne*"
Thomaston, who motored to Castine combe. and grandson of the late Rev.
Dr. W. A Newcombe of Thomaston.
Saturday for her.
Mrs. Ray Spear who has been to 1 Mr and Mrs. George S. Newcombe
the Wh.te Mountains as guest of Mr. and daughters Helen and Elizabeth
and Mrs.. WiUiam Tessin, returned °f Washington. D. C. attended the
home Monday.
w telling.
A E. Hurdell of Pittsburgh, Pa . Is
Nanlna Comstock is spending
spending the week as guest of Harry her vacation with her mother. Mrs
Ada Comstock, Main street.
Stewart.
The Garden Club will hold a peonyThe score in the tie game played off
show
July 1 from 2 to 5 in the Con
here Sunday was Battery F, 3; Rock
gregational vestry.
land Snipers, 1.
• • • •
Battery P will play Waldoboro in

BIG FIVE LEAGUE
Big Five League
Sunday's results: Battery
Snipers 1.

1. J. NEWBERRY CO,
SPECIAL FOOD BARGAINS
Domino 1-Lb. Package
Confectioner’s or Brown

SUGAR

MACARONI
SPAGHETTI
/^LUrC’CE’ White
vrllLlLOlL Yellow

DILL—FULL QUART

GOLDEN BANTAM

25c CORN,
19c SWEET PEAS,
19c CALIFORNIA—TALL CAN
BAKED BEANS,
10c FANCY CROSBY WHITE
LARGE CANS—CRUSHED •BROKEN SLICES
CORN,

PICKLES,
CRABMEAT,
LOBSTER,
GRAPE JUICE,

2 jars
caji
can
pints

LB.

LB.

5c
21c

2 cans 15c
can 10c

P

In Everybody’s Column
3.

The league Standing
PC.
Won Lost
833
So. Thomaston .. 5
833
Clark Island ...... 5
Rcckport .......... 4
•6b7
.500
Rockville .......... 3
.500
Battery P .......... 3
Snipers ................. 1
167
000
Pirates ............. 0
Tuesday, Battery P vs. Snipers at
Cement plant; Wednesday, Pirates
vs. Rockville at Rockport; Rockport
at SouU; Thomaston,
• • • • *

; LOST AND FOUND ;
• I
loat, black and
aI,s*er" 5° ‘lil'.'ej
Dick. K H. KNIOHT. Rockport. 72 74
LOST between Oak and South Main I
i Sts . brown handbag with papers, glass- j
i es and auto llceiise. Suitable reward.
i Return 10 COURIER-OAZETTE office.
FOX

HOUND

dog

I

LOST between North Haven and Two
1 S±„,.Lr,'ht’
hedN„urCvht s'"“m
s-tmiSb Rnnth
Me 8 73 «
ETMIKB. South Harpswell. Me.
73 75
BLACK leather coat lost somewhere ln
1
city. F. M KNIOHT. Tel. 1151-R
72.74
, I

i

i
Roekport 7, Snipers 0
Rockport defeated the Snipers at
Roekland June 12, 7 to 0. The pitch
ing of Hama'.anien, who had ten
strikeouts and allowed only two hits,
with heavy batting of the whole team
won the game. Reidy led with two
two-base hits and two singles In four
times at bat.
• • • •

r

V

4

♦

WANTED

4

• i

a.************!*. >

FOR SALE

99
4
•9

PRISON WAGON, sleigh, blacksmith
supplies for sale. All ln good condition.
Price right. FRED S. SIMMONS, Waldoboro.___________________________ 71-73
glX new mnCh cows for sale; also black
horse live yeara. 1400 lbs . kind and
clever glngl' or double ORAND VIEW
FARM. Warren. Tel. 5-6 Wurren.
__________________________________ 73-75
NICE large seedllng8 20c doz.; petunias
ln bloom for wlndow boxes. 5 cents.
ruADire
p tVAnr
CHARLES E.
WADE. ir\
70 Wuldo Ave.
____________________ _ _____________72-74
____
TOR SALE- Large Jersey Black Giant
chicks, special this week. 14 for 91 50.
Mottled Anconas. 14 for 91.20 Add 50
c*nta for parcel post and shipping to
J,1!™11 °2*ers for less than 100. STOVER
FEED MFO CO, on track at 86 Park
St.. Rockland. Just below Armour's
Tel. 1200
73-75
HORSE, two cows due to freshen July
1. and one-year-old Guernsey bull, for
sale. WILLIAM DONOHUE Tel. 527-M.
71-73

VOPGM KVlfYQ
,4 Wlll nnu rich
26 FOOT POWER Boat. With Ford mo*
F^SjSS Depot Su X
CHK8rER PHILBR9?.><.
doboro.
70*75 -n ttq________________________ ±22
»iny
pay_ Pelts
ONE Me-galtcd saddle horse, weight
STEADY WORK GOOD PAY Relta H00, sound and clever, work horse. MRS
ble man wanted to call oh farmers ln , ,, ... parrot i Rc-avtn*
-rs
Knox County No experience or capital ° W CARR0LL- BockvUle.
73-75
needed
Write today
McNESS CO.
TEN HORSES for
sale-all sizes.
Dept. M. Freeport. Illinois.
73*lt ARTHUR PEASE.
28
Gleason St..
Thomaston.
71*73
FORD TRUCK, one-half ton. wanted
A late model or an International one- j CHICKENS for sale, for roasters or
half ton. C. H PLUMMER, the Auc- broilers, lli to 3 lbs , spinach and beet
tloneer. North Appleton.__________ 73-75 greens. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. 157
TUTORING wanted Orade pupils, any
Ave_____________________ 73-75
Rockport 11, Rorkville 3
subjects ALICE COLLAMORE. 10 Main
WHEN you are planning to sell your
FULL PINT
This game was played last Thurs St.. Thomaston.
71*73 j ehtekeni and fowl, can PETER ED
WARDS. Tel 806-J , Rockland
65-tf
day. Rockville led for three innings,
WANT to buy or rent three or four
1 Ib. tan BEANS in Tomato Sauce; 2 cans 15c
room
cottage
on
lake,
must
be
cheap
ONE
and
one-half
ton
truck
Ford
but after that the boys from the har for cash Write W. care Courler-Oazette
Co
Model A 1929, for sale, also Franklin
ALL FLAVORS
bor side had things their own way. ___________________________________ 72*74 touring car. one or two horse Jigger, one
.......
upright piano, music cabinet, stool and
M. Miller made some star plays at PAPAR1 E „,-i
f An?u? n! wmp’ bench The above articles are In first
class condition and can be purchased
short, while Jimmy Miller, the old popk am™ U U y Apply 1,1
nucs ai.________________________ 73-/5 ; very reasonable. 118 MAIN ST., or call
Twilight Leaguer-did some fine work
QUART BOTTLES
LARGE BOTTLE
EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted i 185-12 Thomaston.________________ 73-75
behind the bat despite the fact that Apply at MODERN PANTS COMPANY.
CEDAR POSTS, any size, cedar trees
59-tf for your lawn, two gristmill stones, for
he is 47. They don't steal many bases
sale.C.
-----H ------------------PLUMMER, the Auctioneer.
WANTED to buy by aa American, a North Appleton. Me
72-74
on that bird today. Bohndell caught farm
or land with or without buildings
j a long fly and pegged the ball to first convenient to Rockland or Camden
THREE burner oil stove, white cham
EXTRA SPECIAL
OUR SPECIAL BLEND
ber
set.
sewing
table,
marble
top
table,
Send description and price In first let
, for a double The summary:
congoleum rug. other second hand furter
BOX R. Courler-Oazette office.
Fresh
1.75 I nlture for sale.
WARREN GROCERY
Rockport .............. 1 0 0 2 2 2 4—11
POSITION as chef or order cook want_________________ 71-73
Ib.
FOR SALE Ten weeks' old pigs. White
Rockville ............ 1 2 0 0 0 0 0—3 ed Best cf references. H. T. PERRY.
Orace 8t.. City.
*tf Chesters and Berkshlres. 94 each while
Base hits, Rockport 17, Rockville 7.
KEYS! KEYS, KEYS! Keys made to they last „„S,T°yER FEED MFG CO on
at 86 Park St.. ~Rockland, Just be» Two-base hit, Collins. Bases on balls, order. Keys made to fit locks when track
73-75
original keys are lost House, office or low Armour's. Tel. 1200.
off Hamalanien 1, ofl Mattson 3. Car. Code books provide keys for all
SHINGLE NAILS per keg. 95.50 These
locks without bother. Scissors and are not galvanized
BICKNELL MFO.
was a recent guest of Mrs. Flora
"An enemy could cripple us wtthout struck out, by Hamalanien 7. by Knives
WARREN
sharpened Prompt service. Rea- CO Lime 8t Tel 360
7 -74
Ptubody by whom she was accom a declaration of war,” says a Navy Mattson 3. Errors, Rockville 2. Urn- sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO . —; ' JJL
—--------1------- - ------------------—
408 Main St. Rockland. Tel. 791 65-tf
FITTED hard wood and lunks. o«r
Miss Vivian Cousins is spending panied on her return Thursday for a man. Probably by offering us securi- ■ pires, Hall and Gardner. Scorer,
cord 98; fitted soft wood. 96. T. J. CARthis week with relatives in Medfield, visit of a few days.
w w w w' w w ~~ "
=== ROLL Tel 2ia-21__________ 60-tf
ties.—Atlantic City Union.
1 Whittier.
•
" ” 1 ■ yoR SALE—Large healthy chicks. 14
Mass., having motored through with
Miss Laura Wallace and Miss Sybil
'
■ — —--------------- ——--------- — 1 . MICPCI I AKTF/V1TC
tor 81 ,or thls wef,k only Barred and
her cousin Walter Maker, who visited Hawes of Union, Miss Helen Boyd.
ANOTHER PREFERRED CLIENT f I | MluCLLLaAIlEUUu J *ue» RhodeU,?slandCkRed^'and White

PINEAPPLE

10c

3 cans 10c

15c KRAFT’S Ssim1* 25c

TOMATO JUICE,

10c

FRUIT SYRUP,

SARDINES,
2 cans 15c
10c KIPPERED SNACKS, 3 cans 10c

VINEGAR,

10c PURE KETCHUP,

“TEA X 29c COFFEE

10c

19c

at St. Oeorge the post week.
Harold Thomas, aged seven, son of
Mrs. Albert Orover, ls quite a farmer,
driving a horse all Priday forenoon
for Raymond Payson to plow.
Miss Edith French is spending the
summer in Boston with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence French.
Mis. Avis Norwood accompanied
by Mrs. Helen Norwood motored Sat
urday to Waterville where they were
I present at the 10th annual reunion of
the class of 1923, of Colby College.
The mission circle meeting postpened from last week will be held
Wednesday at the Montgomery

Elmer Jameson Jr., Oerald Brown,
and Dana Smith Jr., enjoyed a welnie
toast Thursday at South Pond.
Telephone subscribers are request
ed to note the changes in ttieir new
directories, several having been made
in regard to numbers
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby were
A Beautiful Pageant
that town this Tuesday afternoon.
hosts Tuesday of last week at a lobMiss Prances Bourne who has been
The morning worship hour Sun
ster supper in honor of their house
in Boston for A. C. McLoon & Co., day at the Federated Church was
guests Mr. and Mrs. Pred Goss of
returned Saturday and has resumed
Auburn and also entertained Mr. and
given to the presentation by the
work in their Rockland office
Mrs. Hiram Libby and Capt Leander
Amos Mills. Jr.. Albert Gould!Sunday
°r "Everywhere a
Whitemore of Thomaston
and Douglas Walker are on a sailing Sor.g” a beautiful little pageant
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lindsey accruise in the Gould yacht Curlew very finely carried out by boy.; and
J c-mPa,lled by Mlss Barbara Lindsey
to St. Andrews. N. B They are ex- girls from all departments. Lovely
and Ralph Ludwig of Thomaston
looms.
pected to return the latter part of garden flowers given by many j
were in Augusta recently, Maurice
Mis.; Mabie Crawford spent Priday
the week.
friends, with daisies, ferns and everLindsey to take the tests for tree sur
* * • •
I green, made an effective setting. with Miss Ermina Williams.
gery held at the capitol.
The name of Alfred Wyllie through
7-^ bridge belween
and
Millard Gilmore, Mr. and Mrs. Qf special appeal were the primary
Herbert Kirkpatrick and daughter | children in their song. "Father, Wc seme error was omitted from the list the corner at 8terllng u up for re.
Beverly, Mr. and Mrs. Dana Gilmore Thank Thee;” the twelve little be- of gold star pupils in the grammar _airs
motored to North Vassalboro Sunday, gjnners as flowers, butterflies and ichool notes of Saturday issue.
M{ and Mrs. Samuel Norwood and 1
Mrs. Kirkpatrick and daughter will bees; mother and child, pictured byThose from Warren who attended Mrs. Ella Lewis visited Pred Ludwig
spend a week with her sister. Mrs
Russell Davis and her little son- the mothers and daughters banquet and Mrs. Maude Overlock at Wash- I
H. A Smith at North Vassalboro. and and ouve L.Jach and prances Wot- held at the Congregational vestry in ington Sunday.
ancther sister Mrs. Sidney H. Smith tOn picturing "a cup of water in my Rockland Friday evening were Mrs
Sidney Wyllie has as his guests this !
at Newport.
. name." Mrs. W. C. Richards as Howard Welch, Mrs Chester Spear, i week Mr. and Mrs. Langdon Wyllie '
Miss Alice Oliver and Mrs. Mary narrator read the poem-story, ano Miss Marguerite Simmons and Mrs and daughters Ann and Jane of West i
Berg of Oyster River were dinner tjje scriptures were read by Rev. H E. V. Oxton.
i Mcdfcrd, Mass, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell I
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Cope- p
and p. L. 8. Morse. The
Mi. and Mrs. Samuel E. Norwood, 1 Moody having motored up for them
land Sunday.
superintendents. Mrs. O F. Cushn^. Mr. and Mrs. Prank Stahl, Mr and j early last week.
Rcbert Creighton is at home from Mrs. E. F Wcodccck and Mrs. W. C Mrs Jchn Dean. Mr. and Mrs. J. O , Mr. and Mrs. Pred Goss returned
Boston cn a two weeks vacation. Richards, aided by the other teach- Jameson, Mrs. R, E. Cutting, Mrs j Sunday night to their home at AuCcmpanions on the trip were his : ers d;rected the boys and girls. Hie Mina Rines, Mrs. Martha Kalloch, burn after spending the past two
niece Miss Elizabeth Creighton, a , afj.yinj was given to the church Miss Bertha Storer, Mrs. Jesse Mills, j weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby.
t.udent at Smith College, and Fred ttenevclencjs for educational work. Mr. and Mrs Herbert Waltz. Miss M I Mr. and Mrs. Harold Howard o'
Hinckley who came for an overnight j poiiowing is a brief outline of thc Grace Walker, Mrs. Laura Brackett. Eelfast visited Niven C. Crawford
t;. ;t with friends.
Lrder of service:
j Mr. and Mrs. Judson E. Benner were 1 Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Simmons ; Organ prelude,
Miss Julia Woodcock ameng those from Warren who at- ' Mrs. Edith Robinson motored Monorganist
and children, Mr. and Mrs. WalI Processional—Onward Christian Soldiers tended Kr.ox Pomona Grange which | day of last week to Orono in cointer Hastings and children and Mr. j Hymn—Savior Like a Shepherd Lead Us met Saturday with Acorn Orange at ' pany with Mrs. Virgil Studley of
and Mrs. Vernon Achorn spent Sun- prayer
school and
Cushing. Rev. F. B. Lyman, State i Rockland, Mrs. D. H. Copeland and
day at Harris Shaw's cottage, Glen- Prologue.
Narrator ! grange chaplain of Naples, delivered : Mrs. Luther Clark of Thomaston, to
Light—Presented by primary children.
mere.
| attend the graduation exercises of
Story—Genesis
1:1-5. Song—Father a memorial address.
Wc Thank Thee
Praise Service,
The annual picnic of the American
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drewett ac- j the University of Maine, Roger KalPsalm 19:1-6 responsively. Song —
Legion and families will be held at
Jesus Bids Us Shine. Matthew 5:14-16. ccmpanied by Mr. and Mrs. Prancis j loch, nephew of Mrs. Robinson being
recited by Edith Sawyer.
East Friendship next Sunday. An Earth
—Presented by Junior. Intermedi Lipovsky of North Haven spent the ' a member of the graduating class,
ate and senior. Story—Genesis 1:9-10 weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Prank
invitation is extended to any exRalph Robinson has been ill with
l.smn-Thls Ls M .< Father s World
service men to attend. A box lunch
Praise Service. Psalm 24 responsively Erewett at Boxtord. Mass. Mrs John abscess of the ear.
Poem, Lizzie Tuttle, Alma Leach, Iva
will bc served.* Meet at Legion hall
Henry, Elonla Woodcock. Song—third [ Cogan accompanied them as far as
at 10 a. m., where transportation will
stanza America.
STATE OF MAINE
Kensington, N H , and will visit Mrs
Nature's
Children—Presented by the be
be provided.
SHERIFFS SALE
ginners. Beulah Powers. Daniel Lake- . Selinda Henderson there for a time.
• • • •
Knox County, SS
man, Elaine, Slgne and Leroy SwanThe
North
Waldoboro
school
Taken this eighth day of June, A D
holm. Roger Long. James Glllchrest
I Thomaston houses are being sought
and Payson Oeorge as flowers; Jean reunion will be held at Grange hall 1933 on execution dated May 24 A D
1933 lasued on a Judgment rendered by I
Cushing
and
Joan
Crie
as
butterflies;
by summer guests and for permanent
the Superior Court for the County of (
Edwin Leach and Gilbert Beattie as June 28.
at the term thereof begun and I
homes. Lee W. Walker’s upjier tenebees. Story—Genesis 1:11.
The Congregational ladies circle Knox,
held at Rockland within and for said i
Songs—Givings, Jesus Loves Me.
i merit, and the lower tenement in Childhood I Cradle Rolli — Reading — will entertain the primary depart County of Knox, on the first Tuesday of
Genesis 1:27-28. Portrayed by Mrs ment and tlie cradle roll of the Sun I May. A. D. 1933. to wit. on the 10th 1
' the Misses Bumps house, Hyler street,
day of May. A D 1933. ln favor of Al
Russell Davis and little son. Lullahy
j are two recent cases. The latter is
sung by beginners and primary. day school and the mothers Thursday fred Morton ot Friendship ln said Coun
ty of Knox, collector of taxes for said'
Mark
9:36-37
read
I to be occupied by Capt. Edward H.
Town of Friendship for the year A. D i
Water and Wind- Presented by Junior afternoon.
1931. duly chosen and qualified, against ;
Pierce, for 42 years keeper of Mar
intermediate and senior. Responsive
Fifty members and five guests, the Cecil
R. Seymour of Lancaster In the
reading. Psalm 29:1-4. 10
shall Point Light, Port Clyde, who God
latter
from
Golden
Rod
Chapter
of
Commonwealth
of Massachusetts for
of the Tempest. Psalm 107:21-30.
twenty-eight
dollars and sixty cents [
Song
—
Master
the
Tempest
Is
Raging
will be retired the last of this month.
Rcckland,
enjoyed
the
supper
and
1928 601 debt or damage, and thirteen |
Ood of the Rain. Psalm 65:9-13 "A cup
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Cogan of
of water n my name." pictured by last meeting of the season of Ivy dollars 19131 costs of suit, and wlll be
sold at public auction to the highest !
Olive
Leach
and
Frances
Wotton.
with
Lewiston spent Sunday with their
Chapter, OES., Friday evening, at bidder therefor, at the store of Robert I
reading Mark 9:41 and John 4:13-14.
Thompson tn said Friendship on the ;
i mother Mrs. Martha Cogan.
Offering
Masonic hall. Committee chosen for Lfourteenth
day of July. A. D 1933 at
—Holy. Holy. Holy,
School
4* A chimney fire called the depart Hlymn
Praise Service—Psalm 148.
Mr. Leach i the annual picnic to be held some eleven o'clock In the forenoon, standard
time,
the
following
real estate
ment to Charles Tuttle's house Mon Hymn—O Worship the King
time during the month of August, and all the right, described
title and Interest
School and Congregation
day forenoon. It was extinguished Benediction
Mrs. Grace Wyllie, Mrs. Louie Drew- which the said Cecil R Seymour has,
I and had ln and to the same on the '
Recessional
with only trifling damage,
ett and Mrs. Nettie Jameson; the thirteenth day of January. A D. 1933 at I
Postiude
decorating committee for St. John's 19 o'clock and io minutes in the fore-1
j Mrs. Byron Burlingame of AttleThe evening subject, “Re-Thinking
I noon, the time when the same was at> boro, Mass., is guest of her sister Mrs.
on the writ ln said suit, to wit
Missions: Woman's Activities and Day, June 24, included Mrs. Alzada tached
Land on the eastern side of Friend
. George Ludwig.
Simmons,
Mrs.
Evelyn
Robinson
and
ship Long Island, and bounded and de
Interests," dealt with the changing
II There will be a meeting of the
scribed as follows:
status of women in India, China Mrs. Sarah Starrett.
Beginning at stake and stones on
Mrs. E. V. Oxton and daughter
! Board of Trade in the selectmen's and Japan. This entire course im
the shore or bank of the eastern
corner of land of the late Edward
I looms June 28. No meeting tomor
presses one with the thoroughness Mrs. Eino Leino of East Warren were
Thomas, deceased;
row night.
recent guests of Mrs. Percy Averill
Thence northwest on the stone wall
and care with which the survey was
one
hundred seventy-five (175) feet;
Adjutant and Mrs. Warren O. made, and the frankness and fair of Thomaston.
to stake and stones;
Thence about southwest two hun
Mrs. Martha Studley who observed
pFeyler, First Lieut, and Mrs. Chester ness of the report.
dred ninety-three (293) feet to stake
her 92d birthday anniversary Friday
’ slader. Second Lieut, and Mrs Russell
and stones;
Thence southeast to said Edward
'^Hoffses, Second Lieut. Phillip NewNotice to Taxpayers: I will be at spent the day with her daughter Mrs.
Thomas’ water fence;
Thence northeasterly around the
jbert, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elliot, selectmen’s rcom every Monday and Jennie White at Rockland. Three
shore to the flrst mentioned bound,
(Miss Barbara Elliot, Miss Katherine Thursday afternoon from 1 to 5 to birthday cakes and several gifts and
containing two acres, more or less,
with buildings thereon.
Creighton and 6tephen Lavander receive taxes in part or in full. cards from friends added to the
Dated this eighth day of June. A. D.
pltature
of
the
day
for
Mrs.
Studley.
were among the guests entertained George E, Glllchrest, collector.
1933.
STANLEY L. POLAND
Miss Alice White of East Orland 73-T-79
73-74
Priday afternoon by Capt. C. H
Deputy Sheriff.
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Leghorns A few
thousand aurplua
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times. an‘dCkfL.utrdiv St’erS^ns^nni^TsH'1
crif
HARnwARP
co
ft
na
Suturaa}
afternoons
Add to
50
CRIE HARDWARE CO. cents for parce,
andonly.
shlpplng

---- ------ -----

. Promnt
Prompt service
aervlce.

,___________________________________
' all mall orders for less than 100.
LAUias—Menaoie nair gooaa at Hjjcx- STOVER FEED MFO. CO. on track at
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall ordera 86 Park St.. Rockland. Just below ArI solicited. H. C. RHODM. Tel. 519-J.
i mour's Tel. 1200
73-75
65-tl

SADDLE horses for rent. 91 per hour
Tel 5 or 24 Thomaston ELLIOT'S RIDINO STABLE. Wadsworth 8t. Thomas71*73|
ton.
LAWN MOWERS aharpened Satlsfac| tlon guaranteed. Called for and dellvered Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE
HARDWARE CO . 408 Main St.. City
KS
I
I

' 4

Summer Cottages

I
I
!

I

TAe

R
4
4
*

OLD HOMESTEAD and cottage to let 1
for month or season at Olnn's Point. [
Owl s Head. Me
Will let separately or ■
together E F OINN. 97 Pitt St . Port- <
land. _Me
70-75 '
SEVERAL cottages all furnished, for
sale or to let for the season at Old
Orchard. BANGOR REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE. 114 Exchange St., Bangor
|
___________________________________ 62-73
COTTAGES at seashore and lakes for
sale and to let. Many good bargains. ;
Write for list L. A. THURSTON, Rock
land. Tel. 1159.
»5’tf
___ 1

WEEK'S NEWSI

-------- -----------------------------

n

a
*'
.
’
1
■

4

TO LET

RENTS—three rooms furnished. 94
per week; unfurnished, six rooms and
bath, and seven rooms and bath, with
garage V. F. STUDLEY, 282 Main St.
Tel 1154
70-tf
HALF a double house to let at 83
Summer St Inquire C. M. HARRINQpON Tel. 551-W
69-tf
FOUR ROOM cottage to let. furnished
?5,.Uwftve minutes walk from
“ L ! ,b»thlng beach near Olencove;
n5htS' C ty water
CALL Tel- 808 Rockland.
73*75
TENEMENT to let at 82 New County
road- furnished or unfurnished five
rub"18 and bath- garage, and set range
Appl>' MRS MARIhl J A CHAPMAN. Tel. 651-W
71*73
FIVE ROOM tenement to let Ground
"“L, A11 ”od?rn
9 Suffolk St. M M
OBIPPW, 25 Ocean St.
68-tf
TENEMENT at 80 Pleasant St. to let.
vacant June 5. Bath, aun porch, garage.
TEL. 958-J.
1
61-tf
APARTMENT to let ln Thomaston.
Apply 32 KNOX ST.. Thomaston. 73*75
HALF house to let” at”l7"“wirren 8t^
aeven pleasant rooms; also two garages
Inquire 12 WARREN ST.
«5-tf
HOUSE to let. six rooms, garage, all
modern 384 BROADWAY.
73*75
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
Called for and delivered. Heavy water
ballast roller. Phone 791. CRIE HARDWARE CO, 408 Main St._________ 65-tf
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
three room furnished apartment, both
heated and
newly
finished. MRS.
FROST Tel. 318-W._____________ 65-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEPOCK
ST. Tel 600 or 211-M_________ 65-tf
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
rooms. Anpiv at CAMDEN b ROCKLAND WATER CO Tel 634______ 65-tf
FURNISHED heated apartment to let"
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
65-tf
HOUSE at 22 Oak St. to let. all modem. newly renovated, six rooms. 120.
Call ALBERT PETERSON at FullerCobb-Davls.
65-tf
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
tenements. Main. Orove. Orace. Court
Sts. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb
Davis.
cj.tf

•♦
REAL ESTATE <
I «
M — **«**«.«.»«*«*«^
♦4

______ __

SEVERAL HOTELS that are fully
equipped and now doing business, for
sale: send for list. BANGOR REAL ES: TATE EXCHANGE. 114 Exchange St ,
j Bangor._________________
62-73
THREE small places for sale, suitable
for henneries, 3 to IS acres, 9750 to
$850. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Mala 8t.
Tel. 1080.
65-tf
RESIDENCE corner of Broadway and
' Oranltq St., for sale. Low price If sold
at once. WALLACE SPEAR. Apply on
premises.
73*75

WANTED
PEELED

Spruce Pulpwood
PEJEPSCOT PAPER CO.
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
80-73

Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery

Family Washings
Called For and Delivered

Walter Dorgan
FAMILY SECRETS—Over a thousand domestic
problems a day are submitted to the Voice of
Experience, radio psychologist and problem ad
viser. for his advice and counsel. Photo shows
the anonoymous philanthropist’s secretary sort
ing the day's mail for hit perusal.

CAREERS OR BABIES? BOTHl Helen Twelvetrees.
Jobyana Ralston, and Arline Judge (left to right) provo
that they can be firct-rate actresses and first-rate moth
ers at the same time. Photo shows Miss Twelvetrees’
ton, Jack Woody, Jr., Richard Arlen, aged three weeks
•nd Miss Judge’i baby, Charles Ruggles. Jr,

Tel. 106-R

a TBuyA Homes
^theCLASSLFUD,-

i

Every-Other-Day

Mrs. Lucius York ^entertained the
P. and F. Club Friday.evening at her
home on Pleasant street, honors in
bridge going to Mrs. James Carver,
Mrs. Maude Hallowell, and Mrs.
Annie O'Brien. Mrs. J. C. Cunning
ham entertains at her Granite street
home next Friday evening.

OClETY.
In addition to personal notea regardlng departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlll be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................ ...... 770 or 704

Cary W. Bok, accompanied by a
friend, Roy Hines, of Australia, Is
tpending a few days at his camp at
Megunticook Lake.

Miss Dorothy Prescott and Jean
Nelson of Portland, attended com
mencement exercises at Deerfield
Academy.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Robinson
and Edgar Critch motored to Bing
ham Sunday to be guests of Irving
Oates land daughteri Ijrene. They
visited the Wyman dam.

Mrs. Edgar Critch and grand
daughter Betty Lou returned Sun
day from Bingham, called by* the
sudden death of Mrs. Henrietta
Cates (formerly of Rockland).

Mrs. John F. Cushman and friends
of Philadelphia sail from New York,
Jun-e 30, on a motor-liner "Kungsholm" of the Swedish-American
Line, for a cruise to the North Cape.
The countries visited will be Iceland.
Norway, Finland, Sweden, Denmark,
Russia and England. The party will
return on S S. Olympic in Sep
tember.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles A. Moore of
All Souls Congregational Church,
Bangor, are to have the cottage of
Peter Pepecillo at Holiday Beach
for the summer, and are expected
to arrive shortly.
/

Mrs. Flora Folsom who has been
the guest of Mrs. C. M. Kalloch has
returned to Boston.

Miss Mary Rhodes, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Rhodes of
Brighton avenue. Portiand. gave a
piano recital Friday evening at her
home. Miss Rhodes is a pupil of
Miss Bernice M Preston, and is a
very talented young pianist.
Mrs. Freeman S. Young is visitihg
her aunt, Mrs. Ellen Coffin, at her
cottage at Etna Lake.

Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding
who are at their Holiday Beach cot
tage have had as their guest Alfred
F. Orne of West Southport.
Mrs. Irving Gamage (Viva Hall)
and party of friends, all of Win
chester, Mass., who are having a
house party at South Bristol, were
in the city Friday while Mrs.
Gamage looked up old friends.
Dwight Mosher, after spending
the weekend at Middleboro. Mass.,
went to Onset yesterday to be em
ployed by the We.stx.-n Union for
the season.
A house party at "The Delaware"
the summer home of Mr. and Mrs.
Freeman S. Young, at Glenmere, for
the week has as its members Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph W Robinson, Prin
cipal and Mrs. Joseph E. Blaisdell
and son Franklin, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman M. Hart, Mr, and Mrs.
Arnold C. Rogers, Dr. and Mrs. R.
L. Stratton and sort Bruce, and Mrs.
Charlotte Jackson.
Rev. and Mrs. L. G. Perry have
returned from Jonesport where they
attended the high school gradua
tion, their niece. Miss Alice Hail,
being a member of the senior class.

Edwin G. Ludwig, in company
ith Mrs. George W. Ludwig and
■andson, William T. Smith, Jr., cf
homaston, have returned from Ateboro. Mass., where they visited
lends and relatives for several

28th

Mr. and Mrs. Dana Cummings of
Brewer were in the city Thursday to
Mrs. Edward Gonia was hostess to
attend commencement, their nephew,
the T H E. Club last evening.
Hei bert Spear, being one of the
graduates.
Mrs Lena K. Sargent and Mrs.
"
»
Newton Strickland and son Bruce were
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Richan re
guests of relatives ln Sherman and
turned Saturday from Boston where
Patten for the weekend.
they went to attend commencement
Mr. and Mrs Fred Snowman and
at Boston University, their daugh
son Donald have returned from a
ter, Miss Winola Richan, being one
1 week's vacation, spent with Mr. and
of the graduates, having completed
Mrs Llewellyn Rich, Is’.e au Haut.
her course ln public school music
supervision. Miss Richan goes June
N( wton Strickland Is visiting his
UNION GIRL GRADUATES
30 to Camp Acadia. Lakeport, N. H ,
former home ln Asbury Park, N. J.,
where she will act as director of
Miss Mary Plumer of Union, who for a few weeks.
music for two months.
received her diploma from the Flat
bush Teacher Training Schcol. Brook Miss Harriet Halverstadt of Haitang,
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stickney who lyn, on June 12. Miss Plumer is the China, is the guest of Miss Margaret
have been guests of friends the daughter of Dr. H. H. Plumer ol MeKnight. Miss Halverstadt ls a
past week go to Belmont, Mass.,
missionary working under the Wom
Union.
today. They will return shortly to
an's Foreign Missionary Society of
occupy thelr cottage at Crawford
The Charity Club had luncheon the Methodist Episcopal Church,"and
Lake for the summer.
Thursday at Beach Inn, Lincolnville j is now home on furlough. Haitang is
Beach, with bridge at thc home ol 1 an island about 90 miles from Foo
Amos Mills, Jr., and .Douglas Miss Teresa Arau, Camden.
chow.
Walker ol Thomaston, are home [
Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Robinson
from Bowdoin College for the sum
Mr. and Mrs. Harold. Coombs en
mer.
tertained at an all-day outing Sun are in Portland today;

Among college students home for
the summer are Oram Lawry, Jr.,
William Rounds. Kennedy Crane
Capt. Herbert A. Philbrook who is
and Robert Dunton, from Bowdoin; confined to his home on Broadway by
William Ellingwood, Jr., from Colby;
illness shows slight improvement.
Miss Lucy French from Wheaton;
Clifford Ladd, Henry Marsh, Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Berry and Miss
Perry Barnard, Frederick Hall, Rich 1 Hope Greenhalgh are at the Berry
ard Stoddard. Thelma Blackington, | cottage, Cooper's Beach, j<for the
Francks McAlary. Graham Hills, from j summer, and have as their guest for
University of Maine; Flora Colson ' the week Miss Caroline A. Little
from Oak Grove Seminary.
field.

day at their cottage at Otter Point, j
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike has returned
There were 18 guests.
from Crescent Beach where she has
!
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph j
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Keywood had as
L. Smith the past fortnight.
guests for the weekend Miss Flounce
Keywood /nd Arthur Keywood of
Miss Evelyn Pietroski who recently ,
Boston.
»
graduated from the Talutha Cumii
Hospital in Boston is home on a fort- 1
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Howe of Win night’s vacation before entering upon
chester, Mass., are with Mrs. Howe's her new duties with Glover Memorial !
mother, Mrs. Adelaide Butman."for Hospital in Boston.
the summer.
Mrs. Henry V. Lurvey and daugh
Mrs. Belle Hull and grandson
ter Elizabeth motored to Waterville
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover, Mr. and Ritchie Linnell are visiting relatives
yesterday, on their return accom Mrs. J. Fred Knight and Miss Mary in Boston and Hyannis, Mass.
panied by Miss Saxon Lurvey com Birmingham motored to Freeport
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Edwards,
pleting her year's studies at Colby. Sunday and were guests of Miss
Alice Denni$ of New York and Free Mrs. Rodney Weeks, Mrs. Nettie Bird
Frost and Miss Harriet Bird enjoyed (
Miss Alice Sonntag is home from port.
a trip to Lakewood Saturday to see j
Miss Wheelock's School of Kinder
garten Training for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Marden deShon the promising young actress Edith
of Portland have returned after Barrett in "There's Always Juliet."
Mrs. Philip Thomas was hostess to
spending a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. Lora S. LaMance of Lake
the Thimble Club last evening.
Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury.
Wales. Fla. who was the speaker at the
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis, Mr. and
recent convention of the County
Baraca Class will have picnic sup- '
Mrs. I. Leslie Cross and Mrs. Carrie
W.C.T.U.. in Union, and also at the
Burpee Shaw and daughter, Mrs j per tomorrow at the St. Clair cot- ! mothers' and daughters' banquet Fri
Winifred Fales. are occupying their tage. Ash Point, if pleasant. Take day evening was the guest while in
cottages at Cooper's Beach for the box lunch. Mrs. Lena Stevens is in this city of the Misses Young.
charge of transportation. If stormy,
season.
the picnic will be postponed until
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Winchenbaugh
Mrs. Fred Overlock and Miss Hor- next week (Wednesday).
had as guests at their camp
tense Wilson of Thomaston, motored I
Itrenuzus over the weekend Mr.
The Gilbert Pattens have arrived and Mrs. William Gray, Dr. F. O.
to Portland Friday to meet their
sister. Miss Edith Wilson, returning from New York and opened then- Bartlett, Roland Paquin and three
from Malden. Mass. They were summer home in Camden.
officers from the H.MS Danae, Alfred
accompanied as far as Gray by J
Clergg, Chief Mechanic; Oeorge HaSarah and Ross Wilson, returning I Mrs. V. K Wilson and children mon. Chief Gunner; and Harold
after two weeks' visit with relatives Betty and Keith left Saturday for a Smith. These officers are all from
few weeks' visit with relatives in Port Plymouth, England, and Clegg is a
in Rockland and Thomaston.
land, Massachusetts and Connecticut graduate of Oxford.
•
Mrs. C. Waldo Low is confined to They are with Mr. Wilson, who is on
MILLS-VINAL
her home on Talbot avenue by ill a business trip.
ness.
Herbert W. Mills of Camden and |
Last Thursday William Cross en
The 8. T. Club enjoyed bridge Fri tertained a few friends at supper, the Miss Cora L. Vinal of Vinalhaven
were married June 1932, in Damaris
day evening with Misses Ruth and cceasion being his 14th birthday.
cotta, but this interesting fact did
Madiene Rogers. Honors were won
by Mrs. Chauncey Keene, Mrs. Laura
A progressive party celebrated Mrs. not become known until yester- '
Buswell and Mrs. Earle MacWil- Everett Munsey's birthday Saturday day. The bride is a teacher in:
liams.
night, opening with a social hour at South Portland. The bridegroom 1
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. E Key- who will have the managership of
Mrs. A. U. Patterson of Vinal wood. Supper at Community Sweet the North Haven office for the sum
haven is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Shop, with 23 guests, was the next mer, is now with local Western
Charles Schofield, before going to feature, the bill of fare Including two Union office.
Both have many
Boston tomorrow.
birthday cakes. Dancing at East friends in their home towns and this
Union rounded out the celebration. city. They will occupy a cottage at
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton Those present were Mr. and Mrs. North Haven during the summer.
and son Robert motored to Belfast Munsey, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Tirrell,
yesterday.
Jr.,-Mr. and Mrs Harold Coombs. Dr.
PARK THEATRE
and Mrs Blake Annis, Dr. and Mrs.
Warner Baxter and Miriam Jordan,
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Flint had as
E W. Peaslee. Mr. and Mrs Keywood, who made her recent film debut with
weekend guests Mr. Flint's parents,
Miss Florence Keywood and Arthur him in "Six Hours To Live," are to
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Flint of Mon
Keywood of Brookline, Mass., Dr. and gether again in “Dangerously Yours,"
son.
Mrs. Dana F. Newman, Mr. and Mrs. comes Wednesday and Thursday.
Rev. and Mrs. L. G. Perry have C. E. Vining, Mr and Mrs. R. E. Estes, “Dangerously Yours" was adapted for
as a guest thelr daughter. Miss Alta and Officers Porter. Chambers and the talking screen from Paul Hervey
Fox's novel by Horace Jackson, screen
Perry, who is training at the Bar Davis from H M S. Danae.
author of "Holiday," ‘‘Paris Bound,"
Harbor hospital.
Specials for balance of this week: "Sin Takes a Holiday,” "Animal
Fritz Reiner of the faculty of Large, healthy chicks, 14 for $1. Kingdom" and other successes.
Curtis Institute of Music, Philadel Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, Biiefly it revolves around the adven
phia, and Mrs. Reiner have taken Rhode Island Reds, Wyandottes and tures of Baxter in the role of suave
the Wee Hoose at Rockport for the White Leghorns, at Stover's, Rock society crook, and Miss Jordan as a
land. Complete line seeds and ferti detectivo employed by an insurance
summer.
73-75
lizers.
company to protect its clients' Jewels
Robert Creighton arrived Sunday
from such men as Baxter. The girl
from Boston to &end two weeks
sleuth sets a clever trap for the wily
with his patents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
thief only to be outwitted and shang
Creighton, Thomaston.
haied. aboard his yacht in which he
puts out to sea. Eventually, she falls
Mrs. A. J. Bird returned Sunday
in love with the man s^ie is supposed
from a week’s visit with Mrs. George
to bring to justice, and her solution
H. Reed of New York at her cottage
of the problem is said to supply a
at Bayside.
surprising denouement to this fastmcvlng story.—adv.
Miss Rose Adams and brother,
George Adams, members of the
Daily including Sundays
STRAND THEATRE
faculty of the Wassookeag School,
Joan Crawford and Gary Cooper !
Read Down
Read Up
Dexter, are expected home tomor
are co-starred for the first time in !
row for the summer vacation.
BANGOR
"Today We Live,” which comes Wed- I

EASTERN

Mrs. Carl R. Gray of Omaha,
Neb., accompanied by her secretary
5:30 AM
Due 7:30 P.M.
Lv. ROCKLAND
and maid arrived Friday tn spetid
Lv. 2:30 P.M.
Charles A. Emery left Friday for 10:45 A M. Due BANGOR
the summer at Gray Rocks, Pleasant
a two weeks' trip to New York, Phila
Point.
BOSTON
delphia and Boston, during which 8:30 P.M. tv. ROCKLAND
Due 4:30 A M
Lv. 5:30 P.M.
Among the recent arrivals At he Will visit his sisters, Mrs. Helen 6:30 A.M. Due BOSTON
Dark Harbor for the summer axe Simonton in New York City, and
i
BAR HARBOR LINE
Miss Maria Chapin and Miss St Mrs. John C. Hampton In Yonkers, 5:30 A.M. Lv. ROCKLAND
Due 6:45 P M.
Lv. 1:30 P.M.
N. Y.fc and Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kit 11:30 A.M. Due BAR HARBOR
Fairfax of New York, who will
Freeport, Long Island.
the former's cottage for the season; tredge in
BROOKLIN LINE
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Lewis of They will then attend' commence 5:30 A.M. Lv. ROCKLAND
Due 6:30 P.M
Lv. 3:15 P.M.
Boston; J. Murray Forbes of Boston ment at University of Pennsylvania, 8:30 A.M. Due BROOKLIN
where Albert Emery is one of the
who has Joined his daughter, M;
Daylight Saving Time
Dorothy Forbes, who preceded
graduates, having completed a four TARES GREATLY REDUCED
year's course ln business adminis
by ten days. The William Sculls
A. J. Drexel Pauls are not to be at tration. On hls return home Mr. For reservations apply
ROCKLAND WHARF
Dark Harbor this season, spending Emery will attend the International
the summer abroad.
Rotary convention ln Boston.

nesday and Thursday. The picture I
is said to give Miss Crawford bril- ,
liant opportunities as the young,
English girl who struggles desper
ately to win a chance for love amid
the turmoil of the World War. The
three men with whom her life is en
tangled are Cooper as the Ameri
can aviator, Robert Young as the
childhood sweetheart whowins her for
a few brief days during the hysteria
of life in a billet town, and Franchct
Tone, the New York stage star, who
makes his flrst film appearance in
"Today We Live" as Miss Crawford's
brother—adv.

NOW

Only those Kelvinators now on hand
to be sold at the old, low prices!
price we quoted is now withdrawn EXCEPT
above date new prices on all Kelvinon models bought at the old price which are
ator models go into effect For your pro
tection, we wish to call particular attentionnow in stock. When the Kelvinators now on
hand are sold, our prices must go up. <k-isim>
to the following—You may have looked at a
Kelvinator — and asked about the price. The
N THE

O

AINE

CENTR
POWE

$98
INSTALLED

OMPANY

START YOl’R ADD ELECTRIC KITCHEN STEP BY STER

THF. NATURALIST

|For The Courier-Gazette)
Place not o'er me a carven stone
When I life's book have read;
A rugged boulder well wlll serve.
God's handiwork. Instead.
To make my final bed.

FIFTY YEARS MARRIED

COMING TO AMERICA

The Hu band a Former Union Boy

Andiew McLean Earns Scholar hip

and an Old Time Ball Player

Mr. and Mrs. Miles LaForest Jones
of 440 Massachusetts avenue, East
Lexington, celebrated the 50th an
May roundabout when Spring arrives
niversary of their marriage Friday
Bright uncut grasses grow,
wiui nere and mere, a lender bloom
evening and were tendered a dinner
Of violet; I'll know:
Yes, know and love each blow.
and reception at the Stewart home
stead in Wellesley. They were pre
And then, in Summer, may a tree
O’erbead shield nesting bird;
sented a purse of gold and many
Just any sort ol tree wlll do—
J ether suitable gifts.
'Twill speak a soothing word.
When by soft breezes stirred.
Mr. Jones has been connected with
Come Autumn, leaves will gently drop.
Little, Brown & Company more than
Yellow, scarlet and green.
52 years and is an old-time baseball
To heap the spot, my narrow space.
, Fit coverlid for queen—
player. He pitched thc first game
When she thus rests. I ween.
of ball against the team in which
When Wlntei1 spreads an ermine robe
Hugh Duffy broke Into baseball. Hc
To glisten In the sun.
May there be tracks of woodland feet.
is a former resident of Union. Mrs.
A fancy net-work spun.
I Jcnes is the daughter of Capt.
In way I've oft seen done.
Charles Frederick Teel, who was
No need feel I of chiseled stone.
American consul in Haiti in 1872.
Let nature hold full sway,
Decking the plot ln varied form.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones have three
According to the day:
I wish no fairer way.
children living , Mrs. Celeste F.
Cowan, Carl F. Jones, and Oirard
My form Interred may crumbling lie,
But not my soul; that, free,
i N. Jones, assistant treasurer of the
Wlll as on earth. I know, pursue
Merchants Co-operative Bank. Mr.
Lines well-beloved by me.
With keener eyes to see.
and Mrs. Jones are going on a short
A. S.
I trip to their summer home on Long
Island in Casco Bay.

WED.-THURS.

He put het
in chains —
but

she

bound

with

him
shack

les of love.

STEAMSHIP LINES

Failings from
^ROCKLAND

Page Seven

r
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Warner

BAXTER
Miriam
Hcrb«rt

JORDAN
MUNDIN

Story by
PAUL HERVEY FOX
Directed by

NK TUTTLE I

Fox Picture

TODAY
JOHN GILBERT
in
“FAST WORKERS"

SHOWS—2.00—6.45—8.43

At Illinois Cniveiily—To Do Re
search Work

Friends and acquaintances of
Thomas McLean and family, especi
ally those who have come over from
Scotland wiil be pleased to hear of
the success of his nephew, Andrew
McLean, B. Sc. Ph.D., who has ob
tained a fellowship which entitles
him to make two years research
work at Illinois University U.S.A.
Andrew McLean is the son of a pav
ing cutter and by arduous and ener
getic study has achieved phenomenal
success in chemistry. This para
graph is taken from the weekly
newspaper The Dunfermline Press:
“Andrew McLean, B.Sc., PhD., 42

PORT CLYDE
Mr;:. Ralph Kcmpston andson Don
ald of Malden, Mass., arrived Wed
nesday for a visit with her grand
mother, Mrs. Clara F. Clark.
The Baptist Circle held a food sale
in the library Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Edgar Wilson of Thomastcn
visited Mrs. Sarah Seavey Thursday
and Friday.
Norris Seavey has had his house
moved to the ball field road with
Forest Morris in charge. Mr. Seavey
is very grateful to the men who as
sisted in the work.
Miss Arlene Morse who has been
visiting Mr and Mrs. Clifton Morse, I
returned Sunday to her home In ,
Montville.
Miss Margaret Pratt of Tenant’s;
Harbor visited Mr. and Mrs Walter
Simmons the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Davis and Mrs.
Marion Davis and Sidney Davis, Jr., j
attended the graduation exercises of'
Roekland High School Thursday.!
Miss Helen Davis was a member of
the graduating class.
Allan Craven and friends of Bos-.
ton spent the weekend at thc Fo'castle.
Mrs. Percy Hupper Is at Stockton ;
Springs for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Marshall of
Rockland were visitors in this place
Friday.
Miss Theodora Van Nu^ne of New
Haven has arrived at ber cottage for
the summer.
Wedding bells are ringing here. Miss
Mildred Hupper of this place and
Lawrence Watts of Wallston were
married last week. Congratulations.
Moose, are plentiful around here.
Some of the ladies who visited the
cemetery in Glenmere last week brokp
the speed limit all right. Tlie fair
sex run but the men climb a tree when
they encounter moose,
I

Splttalfleld Road.
Inverkeithing.
has been successful, at Edinburgh
University, in gaining an award for
chemistry under the Commonwealth
Fund Fellowship. Mr. McLean be
comes entitled to two years' researen
work In chemistry and ls proceeding
to Illinois University. America tn
September to continue his rtudies.
He will go to St. James’ Palace. Lon
don, cn 11th July, where the Prince
cf Walls, who is an honorary chair
man of the Committee of Award,
has expressed a desire to meet the
Fellow? Before going to Edinburgh
University, Mr. McDan studied at
Dunfermline High School for a
number of years."

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

JUCRAWFORD
->;COOPE

In One Man's Arms . , . In Another Man's Heart
N<>W PLAYING

"I LOVE THAT MAN"

with
NANCY CARROLL

EDMUND LOW'F.

STRAND
Nights at 8.
2.30 P. M.

Saturday
Daylight

TEL.

892

matinee | Phon. Skowhegan 434 for Reservasaving
I tions. All seats 50e tn $1 plus tax.

ALL .THIS WEEK—(No Publlc Matinee Saturday)

EDITH BARRETT

in the laughing success

“CANDLE LIGHT'

EVENT EXTRAORDINARY
Starting Monday Night. June 26, and All Next Week
Matinee Saturday, July 1
Tlie Famous Socony Radio Stan.—Formerly "The Sit hbitis Bovs"
ARTHUR ALLEN and PARKER FENNELLY

in the* world premiere of a new mystery comedy
"MURDER ISLAND"

by Parker Fennelly
You've heard them on the radio—now see them on the stage
Dance Lakewood four trv Club Friday Night, June 23—lhe
ALABAMA ACES

SPECIAL HOLIDAY DANCES JULY 3 I The Night Before lhe ith)
Return of Ixo Hannon and Ills Musical Bellhops
Special Fourth of July Matinee—Owen Davis’

“A Saturday Night”

FACING A GREAT CRISIS

THE REALM OF MUSIC

Every-Other-Day
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Pace Eight

i Continued Prom Page Two)

AMERICA

many positions of Christian stew
ardship.
j and Relief. Temperance instruction
The candlelighting service, so
1 has been very well given.
beautifully presented by 25 children
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
It was voted to have Miss Anbra
from the Hope Comer Sunday j
Dair Williams, a national lecturer
School, under the direction of Miss
— and He,re is What It Thinks of
i and organizer of the department of
Margaret McKnight. was a very im- I
f home with her reflections she found 1S. T. I., a specialist, splendidly pressive teaching of the effect of al- j
CYRUS H. K. CURTIS
Pontiac— the Economy Straight Eight
Mr. Curtis' letter and just naturally equipped, come into the county in cohol upon the human body, home J
Musician
With the passing of Cyrus H. K. had to cry a little over the dream October to speak in the schools and and social life.
Curtis, a great benefactor of music j which had come true so unex- other places. The appointment of
Mrs. Lora LaMance, who had trav- |
1/
I directors of departments resulted
has been taken—a man who derived ! pectedly.
eled all the way from Florida to
• • • •
thus:
much happiness not only in promot
bring a message of courage and j
"Mr. Curtis was the possessor of j Americanization, Miss Florence cheer to the temperance workers of
ing musical interests and acting as
an appreciative listener, but in par a good tenor voice so he joined one of 1 Hastings.
Maine in this time of stress and im
Flower Mission and Relief and In- mediate campaign to hold the lines of
ticipating actively in music. He was the four sections of 800 voices each.
best known to the world as the pub which made up the Boston choir. It stitutes, Mrs Florence Reach.
dry defence in the State, and the
Child Welfare and Mothers' Meet fight for retention of the 18th
lisher of the Ladies' Home Journal, was in this choir that he met the girl
Tht 4-door Sedan
the Saturday Evening Post and who was later to become his wife. ings. Mrs. Evelyn Sherman.
Amendment in the Constitution. Her
$6q5, f. t. h. Pontiac.
L.T.L. Medal Contests, Press and ardor and fighting spirit have not {
Country Gentleman, but had he had His section met twice a week for re
Body by Fisher. Special
his way those three splendid publi hearsal and once every week the Publicity, Mrs. Clara Emery.
been daunted by the passing years
equipment extra.
cations might be non-existent, for combined sections would meet in
Literature, Mrs. Louise Ingraham. nor the courage of her convictions
music was one of his very earliest Bostons famous Music Hall. Finally
Temperance and Missions, Fairs that the cause of temperance is a 1
dreams, and that he did not become the fateful moment arrived, hls name and Open Air Meetings, Mrs. Jean- i righteous cause. She told of being
Dunton.
an outstanding American composer was called. He marched up to the
in one of the big wet cities when a j
and musician was not due to any lack piano boldly enough, but not without
S. T. I., Miss Alena Young.
war was being fought for no license
of talent but rather to lack of oppor some trepidation, while the con
Medical Temperance and Heredity, It was before the days of women's ;
tunity with which to cultivate his ductor opened the score at random, Mrs. Mabel Heald.
suffrage, and the women could go
talent. "My parents had no money pointed to a page, and said. 'Sing
Motion Pictures and International only to where the paid bosses had
for music study,” Mr. Curtis once that!’ Fearsomely he looked down Relations. Mrs. Clara Sawyer.
made a chalk line outside the voting
said, "and I never had any time. I at the page, expecting to meet his
Daily Vacation Bible Schools. Miss places. But the women stood with
had to earn a living.”
, doom, but to his great joy he saw that Margaret Crandon.
toes to the line, 150 at each place, and
Some years ago Mr. Curtis granted the part was one he knew and liked
Evangelistic, Almshouse and Sys the men had to run the gauntlet of I
an interview to Musical Courier. particularly well. Gluing his eyes on tematic Giving. Miss Mabel Seavey. the women's tongues, to go in to vote
The article contained many new the page he sang with great gusto
Sabbath Observance, Mrs. Howard Here they stood that day in a freez
and interesting personalities, and until the conductor Interrupted him Welch.
ing rain, wet through and numb with
shown here at this time I am con with 'That's enough. Fine, you'll do.'
Social Morality. Mrs. Helen Carl- 1 cold, refusing to leave their post and
The conductor little knew that the son.
fident it will be welcomed:
won a victory.
• • • •
young man who sang the part so
• • • •
Sunday School Work, Mrs. Ida
In the evening address Mrs. La
"The career of Cyrus Herman glibly was singing entirely by ear. Simmons.
Kotzschmar Curtis has been charac And so young Curtis became a part
Young People's Branch, Mrs. Nellie Mance took as her theme, "The
One ot t|jc truths of business is that Success is proof of
teristically American: that of news of this great festival which was suffi I McKay.
King's Sword." Using this for a
boy to owner of a group of newspa cient to fire the imagination of a
background,
she
showed
how
the
18th
The department of Literature
value.
pers and magazines whose circulation young man even today.
shewed that more than 12,000 anti- Amendment had to go through the
.
.
.
figures run well into the millions.
This sales record of Pontiac—the Economy Straight
i liquor leaflets had been distributed. fire and the testing to prove its
"After the huge organ was Installed
"It is one of those stimulating
worth.
Since
the
time
of
Noah
there
,
Mrs. Clara Emery gave a demonEight—therefore, is important to every prospective car
chapters of American business, in the City Hall in Portland Mr
, stration of work in the L.T.L. dis- had been only three great laws, de
stimulating particularly to American Curtis suggested that Sunday after
rived for the governing of man—the
buyer in the low price field.
i playing the banner, honor roll and
ycuth. This little man of large vision noon concerts be given, consisting of
Ten Commandments, with the pro
the string of 42 red. white and blue
and quiet determination would have the singing of hymns, a brief address,
hibition of idolatry (and it was 800
America knows cars—and when the American public
airplanes used by the Rockland Le
made a success of anything he un not over 10 minutes, by one of the gion.
years before the Jews quit bootleg- ■
goes for a car the way it is going for the Economy
dertook. His great desire as a boy ministers, and a good musical pro
ging idols; 60 years of captivity in
Mrs Evie Studley, president of
gram.
These
concerts
soon
became
was to be a musician, and that he
the land of idolatry gave them their
Straight Eight Pontiac,you know that the car is right. Espe
Lincoln County Union brought the
did not become so was due not to very popular. As many as 4000 peo
fill); The Magna Charter, the law
brief message, that in the neighbor
cially in a year like this, when everybody is out for Value.
lack of talent but due to lack of ple, including Jews, Italians, Greeks,
of Justice to Man; and the 18th
people of all faiths, creeds and condi ing county they were working every Amendment, the law of Sobriety,
funds necessary for study
Ask your dealer for a copy of the booklet, "What
spare moment
and more. "EveryBalanced Value
"Cyrus Curtis was reared in a tions, packed the auditorium.
..
*
J
vvaiuivi
Statutoryj saw
law vou
can mv
be viio
changed by a
do you mean — Balanced Value." It it free.
5 e everybody else that alcohol majority vote, but it is not so easy to
"In his home at Wyncote, Mr. Cur
musical atmosphere.
His father
the
Cause
of Pontiac’s Popularity
played trombone in the Portland tis has three pipe organs. The first is not a stimulant, it is a narcotic and change the Constitution.
FiftyYou may ask what is balanced value? It is simply this
Band, conducting all rehearsals of was a two manual organ to which he has no medicinal value.”
three times the 18th Amendment has
The memorial service was con been tested in Supreme Court, and
that organization. It was he who in gradually added parts until the third
—that Pontiac is a car so well designed, so carefully
duced Herman Kotzschmar to come floor, devoted to servants' quarters, ducted by Mrs. Hope Brewster. Mrs. every’ time won out. It is the cor
Watson
and
Miss
Chrystal
Stanley
of
engineered, so honestfy built — with all its^arts so well
from Boston to Portland two years and the cellar, were the only places
nerstone and if we let it go the whole
before the birth of Cyrus. His available for additional pipes. He Appleton sang a duet, "Nearer, Still structure will be weakened. Before
balanced, that it goes on giving carefree service for many
mother was also musical and sang then decided to erect a separate Nearer." the names of those who had the war the best enforced law was
died
during
the
year
were
called
and
building and install a larger organ.
, only 60% effectual, and that was the
in the choir.
more thousands of miles than arc possible with a lesser car.
• • • *
egates from these unions rose in iaw against murder. Others were
All three organs can be played upon
Mrs. Susan Strout. only
and
enforced
“But the organ playing of Kotz at one time, thus enabling delightful recognition.
Visit the General Motors Bldg, Century of Progress
omaston.
Mrs.
Harriet
Stumbo.
woodcock
director
of Prohibition
schmar held the greatest fascination effects to be secured.
Mrs.
Annie
Swartz.
Miss
Minnie
fcr young Cyrus. 'When his fingers
said he believed we could make the I
"Mr. Curtis plays one of these or
touched the keys,' said Mr. Curtis, gans every day when at home. The Cobb, Rockland, Mrs Fred Davidson. law 80% effective in one year and ■
'they awoke to instant life. He ex moment he enters a room he goes in Appleton, were the deceased mem eventually bring tt up to 90%; 95% of
bers.
pressed his innermost self through stinctively toward the organ. He
all rum running along our coast line
• • • •
the music not just the notes.
of 25.500 miles, has been stopped i
plays before breakfast; when wait
The Resolutions
Where there had been 285 ships load- |
" 'I never studied music in my life. ing for dinner he whiles away the
Theoretically I know very little time at the keyboard. He improvises
Although the forces of evil seem to ed with liquors between New York
ebout it. But I do know the moment on a hymn tune or on a theme of his b? successful and the Wets have ap and Cape May in 1932 he challenged
general motors »»i«
I hear a player whether the spark is own and is as delighted as a child parently gained ground, we still be anyone to find three ships so loaded
there or not. I know whether he has with a new toy when he has pro lieve Ood is with us. We thank Him between these two points.
ROCKLAND, ME.
C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET
made the music his own or whether duced a pleasing effect with a new lor past mercies, and trust that He
Fifteen international treaties have I
he is just reading notes. Anyone combination of stops. What cannot will lead us still.
been made. Mr. Woodcock has made
can leam to read notes, but that does fittingly be said in words, he says on
We as Christian women will do all this 80% efficient. In January 1932 I
not constitute music—it is only the ! the organ. When his mother died. in our power to keep our State from thLs had been brought up to 90% and |
88 cards and letters to the sick and discussion and many questions for WENT TO STATE ENCAMPMENT
MISSION WORKERS
letter of music. There remains the the casket was placed in the organ voting for the Repeal of the 18th in July to 92% for that month.
shut-in, and expressed in a happy Mrs. Meta to answer.
Musical features of the program Grand Army Meeting In Bangor Saw
spirit of music which is even more room. One afternoon when friends Amendment.
The peace forces
Universalist Women Get a way her interest in this work
Lots of Our Own Folks
should
use
every
opportunity
and
]
The
AA.P.A.
was
organized
long
were
“My Future and My Trust," a
Important.'
and relatives had paid their last re
n l rc
i r
These officers wvre elected: PresiDcal
or
Satisfaction
Uul
ot
before
the
18th
Amendment
went
"It was in Boston that he had one spects Mr. Curtis found himself alone every method of working to establish
uxva. ui
a
«tent. Miss Alice Fuller: vice presi- hymn written by Harriet S. Baker,
Among those attending the annual
of the great thrills of his life, his in the room with his mother. In friendly relations, between nations, into effect and was known as the
thc Past 't ear s Review
dent, Mrs. Oeorge H. Welch; secre- sung as a solo bv Mrs. E. R. Veazie; Btate encampment of G.A.R. and
Brewers'
Association;
53
millionaires
participation in the World's Peace stinctively his fingers sought the key and that every union make this a
------■ tary. Miss Caroline Jameson; treas- "All Gracious God In Whom We allied bodies in Bangor this week
The annual meetingB cf the Uni- I urer, Miss
... Myrtle
..
, , executive Live." written by Grace F. White,
Jubilee, the experiences of which he board and with tear dimmed eyes he working department. We are thank were the directors with a combined
Herrick;
were: From Edwin Libby Po6t,
still relates with a glow of pride. spoke out his heart through the ful that churches everywhere seem wealth of more than four billtons of versalist Mission Circle Wednesday ’ ^ard Mrs. H. O. Gurdy. Mrs. Lester sung as a duet by Mrs. Veazie and
O.A.R., Comrades Philbrick, Huntley
dollars.
These
men
have
been
trying
'The present generation has no con music. Thus he bade his mother to be waking to their responsibility in
at the cottage of Mrs. George St. Sherman and Mrs. L. R. Campbell; Mrs. Morgan; and “A Little Prayer" and Kelley; from Edwin Libby Relief
to buy out 125.000.000 American peo
this matter.
ception of the magnitude of this goed-by.”
Clair, Crescent Beach, was mad--’ program committee. Mrs. E. F. by Hamblen, sung as a solo by Mrs. Corps, Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs.
• • • •
(Here follows the beer resolution ple. They have bought 4000 city
affair,' he said.
Glover, Mrs. Welch, Mrs. W. E. Mor Morgan. Miss Stahl was at the Hattie Davies, Mrs. Rebecca Ingra
newspapers, six men out of the 53 doubly interesting by the presence
“ 'The auditorium which was built | Mr. Curtis' interest ln the musical already published.)
gan, Miss Margaret G. Stahl, Mrs piano.
ham, Mrs. ^manda Choate, Mrs.
We express our gratitude for the gave in 1928. over half of all given of Mrs. W. J. Metz of Dexter. State R. C. Wentworth and Miss Caroline
for the occasion was capable of interests of hls daughter, Mary
Maud Cables, Mrs. Eliza Plummer,
••DEPRESSION"
nousing close to 100.000 people. This j Louise Curtis Bok. was unbounded— co-operation of the press in past for the downfall of prohibition. The president of Universalist Mission Jameson; calling, Mrs. E. E. Stod
Mrs. Riah Knight, Mrs. Clara Curtis,
festival was given to celebrate the these including the Curtis Institute years and will continue to stand by Winegrowers Association, organized Circles. There were 22 members dard. Mrs. R. L. Smith, Mrs. Glover, |
| For The Courier-Gazette I
Mrs Bertha Higgins and Mrs. Eliza
in
three'
countries,
in
1930
sent
a
our
righteous
cause
in
these
days
leeling of peace after the close of the j of Music, the Philadelphia Symphony
Depression Is a weed that grows
prevent. Mrs. St. C’.air was assisted Mrs. George Palmer, Mrs. Anna
beth
Barton, all past presidents, Mrs.
In
the
valley
of
despair
when temperance education is so message to the United States that
War of 1865. Pat Gilmore was the Orchestra, the Philadelphia
Comes up like thistles, and the down
Nellio Higgins, Mrs. Julia Hqntley,
in serving dinner by Mrs. George H. belle Berry and Mrs. Lillian McRae:
moving spirit, it was conducted on a j company, and numerous other much needed. Be it further resolved ftrohibition had lost them $1,000,000,Is blown upon the air.
Mrs. Carolyn Stewart and Mrs. Lizzie
Welch. Mrs. A L. Pease and MLss work' Mr5' 81 Clalr' Mrs' 8mith'
huge scale, and cost a great deal of smaller projects In addition to the that we will renew our efforts to in- C00; that they would see to it that
The people catch and hold It
Mrs. E. L. Hewett, Mrs. Berry. Mrs
Mills, delegates, Mrs ‘ Ruth Sewall,
,
Alice
Fuller.
Patchwork
sewing
ocLike
any
other
fad.
money. There has been nothing like gift, of a,e Kotzschmar organ to Port- crease subscriptions to our State and in 1932 wc put in a wet President and
A. L. Pears, Mrs. S. A. Fish. Mrs.
Mrs. Priscilla Smith and Miss Doris
It
has
no
virtue,
but
will
make
repeal the 18th Amendment and Vol | cupicd attention until the devotional
it before or since.’
The one who holds It sad
land, he had displayed much interest national papers
Herbert Hall, Mrs. E. R. Veazie and
Hyler; from Anderson Camp, Sons
• • • •
stead
Act.
Since
when
have
40
other
Mrs. Effie Lawrence,
in the Men's Singing Club of that
hour.
Mrs. J H Holmes; philanthropic,
They do not rise above It.
of Union Veterans, I. Leslie Cross and
countries told the United States what
"Years later when the youth had I city, the members having been enter
Mrs. Hope Brewster,
For it holds them with a grip.
A general response to roll call was j Mrs. Berry, Miss Josephine ThornE K Gould: from Auxiliary of Sons
So
they
settle
bark
snd
then
'aw
they
could
have
or
could
not
grown to manhood and made the , tained royally at his Philadelphia
Mrs. Clara Sawyer.
made, with “Patience" as the theme.! dike. Mrs. M. E. Wotton, Miss Maude
It takes another nip.
of Union Veterans, Mrs. Oladys
name of Curtis noted in the land, he j home in the past; and this Club went
• • • •
The wet associations told the lcadThe work committee stated that two ; Pratt and Miss Carrie Sherriffs;
Thomas, Mrs. Nellie McKinney and
And before they realize It
was pondering a fitting memorial to to (Wyncote to sing at his funeral.
Pcinted remarks by Mrs. Lawrence ers of the five political parties they
They are caught within the snare.
Mrs. Millie Coombs, delegates, Mrs.
1
large quills had been donated to the membership, Mrs. Palmer, Mrs. J. A.
And are taken by depression
his friend, the organist, Herman
regarding
the
standing
of
a
saloon,
could
have
money
for
their
earn

His gifts of organs to St. Thomas
To the valley of despair.
Jameson, Mrs. St. Clair, Mrs. Ada
Vtlma Marsh, Mrs. Nellie Achorn,
Red
Cro6s
for
fire
relief,
either
EllsKotzschmar. who had exercised ouch ' Epi-copal Church and the First er place where beer or other alco- 1 paigns if they would put a wet plank
I worth or Auburn, and the calling Mills and Mrs. E. W. Pike; mite box,
Mrs. Stella McRae, Mrs. Gussie
What shall we xto about It?
a profound influence in his life. He Congregational Church, of Camden, holic beverages is dispensed was fol- , in their platlorm and nominate a wet
Shall we leave them quite alone?
Miss Myrtle Herrick, Mrs. R. N.
Chase and Mrs. May Cross; from
j committee reported 14 calls.
thought of erecting a statue to his !
Or shall we talk Prosperity.
have brought joy and satisfaction to lowed by a lively discussion regard- ! candidate. The organized board of
[ Messer and Mrs. U. S. Bird; flowers.
• • • •
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., Mrs.
And let depression down!
friend in one of the public squares many many people in thLs section of ing sale and patronage by men and ' strategy, representing 42 of the larg
I
Miss
Ellen
J.
Cochran;
cheerful
Eiiza
Plummer; from Fales Circle,
Prosperity
Is
what
we
want
The annual report of Miss Caro
of Portland. But that did not seem 1
est organizations in the country.
the country, and will continue to women who had made observations
Within this world so fair.
letter writer. Mrs. W. R. Stewart.
Ladies of G.A.R., Mrs. Bernice Jackline
Jameson,
secretary,
was
heard
1
representing
over
30,000.000
people,
just fitting and proper. The man '
in other States, or talked with those
To talk It. think It. breathe It.
do so.
.-ca and Mrs. Priscilla Smith. In the
For 'tls ln the very air.
• • • •
! sent petitions to all political parties, with particular interest. The Circle
had been organist of the First Parish
With us who live in and love music, in position to handle sale of beer in
election of officers appear Mrs. Nellie
Let
neighbor
tslk
with
neighbor
has
held
seven
meetings
out
of
the
i but were treated with uttermost disCongregational Unitarian Church in i Mr. Curtis will remain in memory Maine.
It was voted to have box lunches
Within the limit zone-Achorn as member of the counsel,
Portland lor 47 years. He had given !
Tlie election of officers made some 1 respect and were not allowed to speak slated eight for the year, with an next year instead of dinners, with
Good-bye old depression.
most closely associated with that art,
Mrs. Florence Falrbrother of Camden
Depart
hence
to
your
own.
forth hls message with music. And
charges in the personnel. Miss Alena from the platform. There were five aggregate attendance of 172 mem hostesses furnishing coffee. The
the highest of all arts.
ts inspecting officer, and Mrs. May
Out of depression’s clutches,
then tlie thought occurred to Mr
Young having served the county or- ' ways to vote wet, not one wav to bers and ten guests. A fitting subject study will be "Famous Men
Seated one day at the organ.
Cross as one of the National dele
Into prosperity's hand.
ganization,
faithfully
and
efficiently
\
vote
dry.
Thirty
million
people
distribute was paid to the late Miss of Our Church."
Curtis. Why not give an organ as a
I was weary and 111 at ease
May God again rule our Nation.
gates, for State department of the
And my fingers wander’d Idly
Hls
Power
be
over
our
land
Flora
Wise
who
served
as
member
memorial to Kotzschmar?
This
ior
seven
years,
begged
to
be
retired,
franchised!
Mrs. Metz talked informally to the
Over the noisy Keys;
Delora E. Morrill.
Auxiliary of the Sons of Union Vet
I knew not what I was playing.
and Miss Margaret Crandon, presi- I America never yet has lost a war. of the executive board and in ether members, paving a high compli
teemed to be the most fitting tribute
Rockport. Me.
Or what I was dreaming then.
erans; Mrs. Millie Thomas as presi
he could pay to a friend whose mem
dent
of
the
Thomaston
union
was
:
Are
we
going
to
be
defeated
by
53
wet
capacities
for
many
years.
The
ment for the success and continued
But I struck one chord of music.
dent of the Woman's State Relief
Like the sound of a great Amen.
elected. MLss Crandon brings to the i millionaires and the foreign wine- study subject, “Famous Women of activity of the circle — “a 100 per
ory he highly revered. Accordingly
Corps, with Mrs. Barton as inspect
It
flooded
the
crimson
twilight.
office
the
experience
of
tong
asso,
growers?
Four
more
votes
in
the
U.
he offered to place a huge concert
Our Church;' has been developed cent circle," as it was termed by her.
ing officer; Mrs. Lillian Lincoln of
Like the close of an Angel's psalm.
organ in the City Hall of Portland,
ciation with the work of the organi S. Senate would have defeated the in a most interesting manner She spoke of some of the problems
And It lay on my fever'd spirit.
Camden as department president of
and
Family
Deserve
With
a
touch
of
Infinite
calm,
which offer was forthwith accepted.
zation, and the reputation of being wet vote, and 17 senators did not vote through papers, costumes and music. with which missionary societies have
It quieted pain and sorrow
Ladles of G.A.R. with Mrs. Bernice
And then one of those inexplainable
a good executive. Mrs. Elizabeth yea or nay; 25 women out of every Relief sewing has included ten large to struggle, particularly at the presLike love overcoming strife;
'Jackson, as department treasurer;
It
seem'd
the
harmonious
echo
ccincidi nces occurred. Mr. Curtis
Newbert , who has long served as 100 have never voted.
quilts, four crib quilts, infants cloth- | ent time. She brought out the point
From our discordant life.
Let us inspect your Radio An and Mrs. Emma L. Torrey of Rock
"There are only 26 fighting days in ing, mittens, for Knox Hospital and j that all Universalist women engaged tenna FREE—Comply with FIRE
recording secretary accepted a reimmediately wrote of his intention to
port at senior vice president of Na
It link'd all perplexed meanings.
election. Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley, re- July to get ln petitions for candi for the Red Cross.
Mrs. Kotzschmar, who happened tc
in mission work were striving for Insurance Regulations—Install or tional Relief Corps. I. Leslie Cross
Into one perfect peace.
have installed an Approved Ar
And trembl'd away Into silence.
i signed from the office of correspond dates for constitutional convention,"
be out walking the afternoon the let
The report of the treasurer. Miss brotherhood and love, and also spoke
As If It were loth to cease;
restor. (All sets installed by us was named junior vice president of
ing secretary, having served in that said Mrs. LaMance, "and Sept. 11 is Myrtle Herrick, was most gratifying of the self sacrificing women of to
ter was delivered.
I have sought, but I seek It vainly.
are properly equipped).
the State Sons of Union Veterans
That one lost chord divine.
the
day
to
go
to
the
polls
and
vote.
capacity
most
efficiently
for
a
long
“When she passed the statue of
in view of conditions. The calling day, comparing them wiUi the
Be Safe and don't worry—the and E. K. Gould was re-elected secre
Which came from the soul of the
organ,
time, Mrs. Ethel Griffin of Union Write it on’your arms and fingers committee reported 175 calls during women of pioneer days. "I wonder
cost is small for peace of mind.
Longfellow on a public square of
tary-treasurer.
And enter'd Into mine.
Phone 721 for SERVICE
was elected. Mrs. Hope Brewster and foreheads, and let no other en the year, and the philanthropic com if our women of today will not be
Portland, she reflected how deserv
It
may
be
that
rte»>t
b
'*
*ngel
was re-elected to office of treasurer gagement keep you away. You are mittee's report showed several gifts. come our heroines of the future, as
ing was her husband, who served the
Just to make this world funnier
Wlll speak ln that chord again;
and commended for the faithful work facing a great crisis; the result is The cheerful letter writer. Mrs. W. the pioneer women did," was one of
community so long and faithfully, of
It may be that only in neu, u
than it would be otherwise, there will
PHILCO, MAJESTIC, CROSLEY
I
shall
hear
that
grand
Amen.
she has done in this as in all of her with ywu,”
wmc such memorial
Returning
R. Stewart, stated that, she had sent j her comments. There was an informal
71-85
-Sir Arthur Sullivan.
be another disarmament conference.
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